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St. George To Open $123,000 Central School Monday

If*
The St. George Central School was nearly ready Friday for the
influx of pupils Monday. Workmen started after classes closed in
the four district school classrooms Friday to move furniture, desks,
textbooks and supplies to the rooms in the new school. The task
will go on all weekend as the rhangeover in the system is made.
Above, at the left. Is a view of the new building with the lobby

'*■

St. George will put its new Cen
tral School into operation Monday
morning as pupils change over
from
classrooms
in district
schools to the modern building in
Tenants Harbor village.
The school has been a long time
aborning as sectional factions and
opponents of higher taxes have op
posed its construction.
i
Nearly three years have elapsed
since original plans for the build
ing were drawn. In the first pro I
posals. the school had a gymna
sium attached, but later studies
of town finances and a lack ot de I|
sire to accept too heafy taxation
at this time caused it to be
dropped.
However, the building is so con-!
structed that when the day comes
that people of the community feci
they can swing the tax load of
gymnasium it can be added with
a minimum of alterations in the
present structure.
People of the community suff
ered through almost endless
studies of building plans, town
meeting discussions and the prob
lems of financing before construc
tion was started.
Sectional groups opposed a cen
tral school, advocating the reten
tion of the district schools and
the spending of town funds to
recondition
them.
Eventually,
difficulties were resolved and the
construction project given a favor
able vote.
Strongest in opposition were the
residents of the Port Clyde area
who have a two room, wooden
building about 10 years old.
The new school, on Monday will

draw 200 or more students from >----------------------------------------------------the four school district schools of -- .
a
aa a
the town at Tenants Harbor. AAARSH EXPLAINS POSITION IN
Wiley's Corner, Clark Island and
WHICH PRESENT BUDGET PATTERN
Port Clyde.
Housed in the building will be HAS PLACED CITY FINANCING
the students from Grade One
City Council Chairman Henry one which points out the city is
through Grade Six. Seventh and
Marsh
has issued the following broke. Rather, it is in a difficult
Eighth grade students will remain
in the high school building at Ten- i statement relative to the cash-on- position for good accounting and
! hand position of the city due to a business practices.
ants Harbor.
quirk in the arrangement of the
Steps are being taken to correct
High School commercial classes
budget year.
this
situation, as Marsh points out,
will move to the ground floor to
occupy rooms used through Fri | The statement, while it might and municipal department heads
day by Grades one, two and strike some at first as such, is not have been notified that budgets
three.
Superintendent Keith Crockett
commented Friday that he be
lieved the community "got a lot
of school for the money” in the
structure which cost $123,000.
The school, located on a hill
back of Tenants Harbor village,
is of cinder block construction
with brick veneer. The lobby and
cafeteria end of the building, in
which is located the entrance, is
faced outside with insulated ce
ment board to permit addition of
other rooms or a gym in future
years.
The building, which is approxi
mately 160 feet by 66 feet in size
and of one story construction, con
tains six classrooms, a combina
tion lobby and cafeteria room
which adjoins a well equipped kit
chen and storage room for the
lunch program supplies. Three
gas fired ranges are installed in
the kitchen, together with full
equipment to prepare meals for
students in the new building and
the high school building.
iContinued on Page Ftve>

MONTEITH APPOINTED TO STAFF

OF MAINE GROUP AT JAMBOREE
member of the Executive Board
of the Pine Tree Council.
The work of the entire delega
tion will be co-ordinated by Stan
ley McCurdy of Augusta.
Mr.
McCurdy has been active for many
years in Scouting and presently
is the scoutmaster of Troop 167 of
Augusta, and has attended all of
the National Jamborees.
Rev. Charles Monteith of Rock
land has been selected to serve
the New England staff as one of
the Protestant chaplains. He has
been in Scouting for many years
as cuhmaster. scoutmaster and
presently is the Explorer advisor
of Troop 206 of Rockland; is a
member of the Order of the
Arrow, holds the Scouter’s Key
for training and is active in civic
affairs. He is pastor of the Rock
land Congregational Church.

KNOX COUNTY SIXTH ANNUAL FINNISH-AMERICAN

POLIO DANCE

I
for the coming year which are
above those approved last June
will not be entertained.
“For the past 10 years, the
cash postion of the City of Rock
land has been steadily growing
less favorable. This is due to a
combination of things which I will
try to explain.
“When the present form of gov
ernment drew up its charter, it
had two alternatives, either to
add six months of a budget year
for the current year, or to drop J

Icy Surface of

Route 1 Leads To
Jump For Life
A Waldoboro youth barely es
caped being run down by a skid
ding truck on Route 1 in Warren
Wednesday evening when the
truck slid by him and struck his
car which was stalled across the
center of the road.
Trooper Lawrence Chapman said

six months and be a year behind
on its tax commitment. The lat
ter course was the chosen one but
events of the past 10 years have
proven it erroneous. In these pa -1
years of controlled currency,
managed economy, and creeping
inflation, it has been inevitable
that operating costs have climbed
each year.
“Although our accounting pro
cedures have been sound, and our
Surplus account shows a favor
able balance, expenditures each
year have not been paid until the
following year, so each year’s
deficit in cash has been com
pounded on the preceding year’s
deficit, and has shown up as a
sizeable increase in our tax anti
cipation notes with our local bank
ing facilities.
“Theoretically, a city may bor
row the first six months of a year
on these notes; then during the
last six months of tax revenue,
pay off the current year’s notes.
At the present time, we are rough
ly $125,000 short of meeting these
requirements plus the fact we
A group of 40 jubilant youngsters and 10 chaperones got underway on a chartered bus Friday morn need more operating revenue to
ing with their destination, Washington), l>. C. The youngsters were members of the Port O’ Rockland meet expenses for the six months
Junior Drum and Bugle Corps, the group chosen as the musical unit to represent Maine at the 1957 presi of the year to July 1.
dential inaugural parade in Washington, I>. C. on Jan. 21. A S2.6OO fund drive to finance the trip went
“The Surplus account would ap
over the top by more than $100 just before the Wednesday night deadline. In the picture, standing before
pear to be a logical reserve to
the bus, are three mothers who came to see their children, members of the eorps, off on the trip.
meet this obstacle but surplus and
reeserves do not have much
meaning to most people unless
cash or other assets are deposit
ed in equal amounts to balance
the accounting procedure. Sonic
private corporations do set aside
matching assets for capital re
quirements but the City’s Surplus
The Rockland School Board munities was discussed at the down at a special town meeting Account has no liquid assets
last spring and the plan was re available.
agreed at a Thursday night meet Thomaston meeting.
“It seems imperative that
He wrote that Thomaston has a vised to include the remaining
ing in the offices of Superintend
towns. The revised plan was de means must be found to place the
real
building
problem
and
is
in
ent of Schools Bruce Kinney to
need of a minimum of five class feated by Thomaston a few hours current tax commitment year of
meet with the Thomaston School
rooms to maintain the present after Warren approved it. Cush the City in the same year as the
Committee to listen to their dis education program without giving ing, meeting the next evening,» Budget year and, although this
cussions of the possiblity of a any consideration of improving postponed the matter indefinitely. seems a simple procedure, it ap
parently can not be achieved with
Rockland-Thomaston area high the program offered to the chil
In that plan, Thomaston's con- ;
in the framework of the present
dren.
struction costs share would run to
school plan.
city ordinances.
“
Before
attacking
the
problem
$263,000,
Warren
’
s
would
be
The announcement was made
"The whole procedure is under
alone,
the
group
would
like
to
ex

$104,240 and Cushing's was set at
after a letter proposing such a
study by the Council and legal ad
$32,760.
The
figures
did
not
in-j
plore
the
possibility
of
a
working
meeting was received from Orville
visors and the solution must be
J. Guptill, Jr., superintendent of agreement for the mutual advan elude the annual maintenance and found to correct the situation."
tage of the two communities,” operating cost.
schools in Thomaston.
In a school enrollment study in
Guptill told the Rockland board Guptill explained.
The school board agreed to meet another part of the Thursday J
that the Thomaston selectmen and
- NOTICE school committee had met last with the Thomaston representa- night Rockland School Board
month to discuss the serious prob- I tives in Rockland on Feb. 7 at 8 meeting. Superintendent Kinney
lem the town has in school hous- P- m-, following their meeting the told the members that the Rock
ing. An area school plan including same night with representatives of land High School enrollment as of
ANNOUNCES THE REMOVAL
Thomaston, Cushing and Warren the Rockland Teachers Association Jan. 14, 1957, was 491. The preOF HIS OFFICE
j dieted enrollment for that time
was defeated in a second round of on another matter.
From
town meetings on the proposal in
Thomaston, Cushing, Warren and was
47 Chestnut St., Camden
December.
and Friendship were first proThe predicted enrollment of the
To
Guptill told the board that the posed as members in the area high school in 1957-58 was set at
Medical Arts Building
question of organizing an area school plan for a $400,000 building 555. or an increase of 60 over the
22 WHITE ST., ROCKLAND
school to include Thomaston, to be located in Thomaston.! present year, Kinney told the
8-9
Rockland and other nearby corn- Friendship turned the proposal ’ group.

Rockland Community Building
DOOR PRIZES

Finnish Coffee Bread and Coffee
DANCE THAT OTHERS MAY WALK

Thomaston School Board Asks Meeting

With Rockland Committee To Make Study

Of Area School To Include City Students

DAVID V. MANN
M. D.

Saturday, Jan. 19 — 8 to 12 p. m.

DONATION 75c

asphalt tile and walls are of painted cinder block. Closet space for
students' garments is provided and storage shelves for supplies
and bonks. A new type of incandescent lighting is used in the
classrooms in contrast to the fluorescent used in other new schools
in the area.
At the right, tots in the Wiley's Corner School were holding

Corps Youngsters Off For Washington

ROBERT GREGORY, REV. CHARLES

The Jamboree Committee of
the Pine Tree Council, Boy Scouts
of America, has announced the
selection of the top Scouters who
will lead the Pine Tree Contingent
to the Valley Forge Jamboree in
July.
The 10 county group of 148 Boy
Scouts and Explorers will be
divided into four Troops. Each
Troop will be led by a scoutmas
ter.
The
four
scoutmasters
selected are: Harvey Woodbury of
South Portland, George Pillsbury
of Mechanic Falls. Robert Greg
ory of Rockland and Dee Samuel
of Sanford.
Robert Gregory. Rockland Cloth
ier, has been active in Scouting
for many years and at the present
time is the Explorer advisor of
Troop 202 of Rookland. and a

end in the foreground. Entrance to the school is on the opposite
side. Almost ceiling height windows give a flood of light to the six
classrooms.
A classroom is pictured in the second photo and is typical
of the six the building contains. All are decorated in pastel colors,
including green, lemon, pecan and buff. Floors are covered with

1-9

their final morning classes when the picture was taken. Low tem
peratures Friday led some youngsters to wear their outer gar
ments in the classroom. At the same time, Port Clyde and Clark
Island pupils were holding their final classes as were those housed
in the high school building at Tenants Harbor.
Photos by Cullen

heavy damage was sustained to
the car, but a quick jump on the
part of the driver of the car, Den
nis Conley, 17, of Waldoboro,
probably saved his life.
Conley, driving toward Waldo
boro on Route 1 about 7.30 p. m.,
failed to make it up a long icy hilli
near the Yankee Traveler Motel
and was forced to roll his car •
back. The vehicle, a 1956 Chevro
let sedan, started sliding and be
came stuck near the center of the
road halfway down the hill.
Conley alighted
from
the I
sedan to talk
with another
motorist who had parked on the
side of the road a little further up
the hill.
A 1955 International van type
truck, heading toward Thomaston,
suddenly rounded the curve and
started down the hill. The truck’s
driver, Edwin A. Cross, 35, of
Brooks, spotted the stalled car and
the second parked vehicle and ap
plied his brakes but went into a
long skid that ended up against
the stalled sedan.
Conley in the path of the slid
ing truck, made a dash and a leap
into the ditch as the truck slid by.
Chapman estimated $500 damage
to the sedan’s right front section

and no damage to the tiuck which
is owned by the Maplewood Poul
try Company of Belfast.

Bath Newsman
New Democrat

State Secretary
Robert M. Huse will officially
begin his duties as executive sec
retary of the. Democratic State
Committee on Monday Jan. 21.
Mr. Huse who Is resigning his
position as city editor of the Bath
Daily Times will concentrate his
initial efforts on fund raising and
republlcation of the Maine Demo
crat. the Party's official news
paper. Mr. Huse will continue to
reside in his native city, Bath,
and will commute regularly to the
party headquarters in Lewiston.

The Reorganized Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,
Highland street. George Wood
ward, pastor; Church services are
as follows for Jan. 20: Church
School, 10 a. m.; preaching. 11
a. m.; preaching, evening, 7 p.
m.; Wednesday prayer service,
7 p. m.

McIntosh chairman of city
SCHOOL BOARD; GROUP GIVES

APPROVAL TO ARMORY LOCATION
The five member Rockland
School Board voted Thursday
night to go along with the School
District Trustees in any decision
they make in the disposition of
land at the South School Field,
site of the proposed National
Guard Armory, at the group's
regular monthly meeting in the
offices of
Superintendent of
Schools Bruce Kinney.
The board did no commit
themselves, cither way. on the
proposal to allocate $125,000 of
city funds toward the $400,000
building, but agreed to any school
district decision.
The School District, which tech
nically owns the land, will deed
the land to the city which in turn
will turn the deed over to the
state should the proposal meet
with approval by the City Coun

city officials.
A meeting between the city
manager, the City Council and
representatives of the Maine Na
tional Guard was held January 7
in Rockland to discuss the details
of the plans.
The building would afford a
suitable gym for school physical
education programs and sports
and provide a hall for city func
tions, shows and conventions.
In other school board business,
Charles McIntosh was elected
chairman of the hoard. McIntosh,
a member of the school board for
broken terms for the past 10
years was chairman in 1947-48
and 1953-54. He is presently serv
ing his fourth term.
Arthur Jura, Rockland photo
grapher, was awarded the con
tract for elementary school photo
cil.
graphs for the current year on a
The building, to be rented by vote by the board.
the city for municipal programs
and functions, would be con
structed at a cost of $150,000 from YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again,
the federal government. $125,000
from state funds and a matching I would have made a rule to read
some poetry and listen to eome
$125,000 from Rockland raised music nt least once a week. The
through 20 year municipal bonds. loss of these tastee la a loea at
The plans for the structure Happiness—Charles Darwin.
which would house the Rockland
TIME
National Guard unit. Battery D. When Time who steaks our years
703rd AAA. are being studied by
away
Shall steal our pleasures too,
The mem'ry of the past will stay

BAKED BEAN SUPPER
.

OWLS HEAD
GRANGE HALL

Tuesday, Jan. 22-5-7 p.m.
BENEFIT POLIO FUND
Adults 75c; thru 8tl> Grade, Wc;

Pre-school Children 25c

And half our joys renew.
Selected.

•MteMMeee«MW8<

Call 8900
COMMUNITY OIL CO.
For TV Stamps with
RANGE CA^SO FUEL

UooaaaaaaaaaMaaaoaa

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Winter Moon Over Lermond’s Cove
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DUCKS AND PALEFACES LEADING
VINALHAVEN BOWLING LEAGUES

East Liberty
7
Ida Q. McLain

Correspondent
For the first time in t*vo years • the evening and the best Charlie
Mr. and Mrs. Evan Thurlow and
the Blackfaces are ahead of an- I has done since Hector was a pup.
With Shields back in the old two children of Mechanic Falls
other team in the league standing
and they accomplished this re fertm and with an occasional as and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harlow
markable feat when they polished sist from some of his teammates and two children of Bryants Pond
off the Dogtowners in their Tues the Pirates will make it very in were recent guests of their aunt.
day night match. The Dogtown teresting for the rest of the crowd Mrs. .Leroy Davis and Mr. Davis.
Mr. .and Mrs. Percy White
ers took the first string but faded for the remainder of the season
EDITORIAL
Ganders: H. Peterson. 278; visited their daughter. Mrs. Fred
badly after that the Black boys
took four points to the accom Oakes for Drew, 269; Sutliffe. 247; Peters and family in Hope. Sun
PREPARING FOR BUSY YEAR
Total. day.
paniment of huzzas, cheers and Peacock. 234; Goose, 267
It is good news that comes from the National Sea Prod
Word has been received here of
1295.
all kinds of noise.
ucts, Ltd., concerning their Rockland operations. The com
Pirates: Mitchell, 267; Olson. the death of Fred Kelly of Bil
The Dogtowners are not making
pany takes actual control of the extensive Rockland assets
the showing they did last year 250; Johnson. 265; Sanborn. 247; lerica. Mass. Mr. Kelly has been
of the Birds Eye Division at the expiration of next month
a frequent visitor of this place
when they were poison to all Shields. 283. Total. 1312.
and expects to have the local ships at sea very soon after
and built a cottage on Norton’s
teams. This year they are just
STANDINGS
that date.
Island in Steven’s Pond last fall.
fish for all concerned.
Vinalhaven fragile
During the interim the innumerable technicalities that
Games
Helping (?) the Blackfaces was
LE(,AL NOTICE
conn* from such a large scale operation will be ironed out.
Won
Lost
STATE OF MAINE
old timer Frank Thomas who
that all may be as nearly as possible in readiness to March
County of Knox. sc.
4
7
used to roll a mean ball way back Ducks
1.
January 11. 1957
6
in the 40’s, but who was a bit out Ganders
Taken this eleventh day of Jan
5
of practice and showed it. The Worms
uary. 1957, on execution dared
4
A CHALLENGE IS BEING MET
height of frustration was shown Pirates
December 7, 1956. issued on a
judgment rendered by the Super
Points Poin
however by Van Guilford and
The annual reports of the several Rockland churches
ior Court, for the County of Knox
Won
IX)S*
“Barber” Winslo.v whose scores
are made at this time and it is most encouraging that the
at the term thereof begun and
Ducks
34
21
of
237
and
230
nearly
made
these
reports in every instance show strong growth, financial
I held <»n the first Tuesday of Octo
28
27
strong men weep. Capt. Chilles Ganders
ber, 1956. to wit. on th * ninestrength and a wider Christian work.
31
24
of the Blackfaces claims his team, Worms
i teenth day of October, 1956. a
Over the nation this same story is true, particularly in
mandate of the Supreme Judicial
31
24
now that they have really found Pirates
the field of young married couples who are entering the
Court setting as a law cour. on
Salt Water League
out they beat other teams, will
field of religious life with growing enthusiasm.
December 4. 1956. filed the follow
Games
make a contest all the way for the
ing in case No. 763 on the law
It seems that citizens recognize the challenge to Diety
Won
Lost j docket in the Donald F. Poole.
best
of
them.
set-up by the communistic ideology and as a result we as
7
1 ! vs Anthony Cuccinello, viz: moDogtowners: V. Guilford. 227; Palefaces
a people are turning more and more to the things of the
2 ' tjon for new trial denied which
6
Photo by Cullen
V. Ames. 251; F. Thompson. 267; Fishhawks
church.
was received and filed December
6
By this time, mont readers have experienced enough of winter and seen enough winter scenes first
2
D. Walker. 249: K. Young. ’ ib. Blackfaces
* 7. 1956. in the clerk’s office of
hand to last them some time. However, here is one more and it is a moonlight scene of Lermond’s Cove
7
Dogtowners
1
Total,
1250.
the Knox County Superior Court
from the rear of The Courier-Gazette office with the Victory Chimes shown in winter quarters and the
Points Points at Rockland, County of Knox and
READY FOR THE MOTHERS' MARCH
Blackfaces: J. Chilles, 27? F.
Algin Corporation plant and Snow Marine Basin in the background.
State of Maine, the clerk of courts
Won
Lost
On the night of January 30 a small army of the mothers
Thomas for H. Chilles, Z30;
of said Knox County by virtue ol
28
12
Palefaces
of Rockland will be abroad seeking funds to aid in
Rosen, 266; Winslow. 230; E. Conthe ceiliflcate from the said
Weirmen To Air
24
Fishhawks
16
Dyer Tells Lions
the Polio Drive. The Mothers’ March has come to be an
way, 262. Total, 1268.
Supreme Judicial Court provided
14
26
Blackfaces
for in Chapter 10.3, section 18, vol
honored and highly efficient institution and over the years
The Palefaces again humbled (
Trooper Harvey Childs estima-1 ^IbieCtlOnS To
Uniform Lobster
29
Dogtowners
11
ume 3 of the Revised Statutes of
when the mothers brave the bitter cold of a January night
ted $175 damage to the car and
I
the Fishhawks. which has been '
Maine, 1954. received in vacation
and
seek
funds
for
this
most
deserving
cause.
the Palefaces’ habit for a long
Measure Essential $100 damage to the bus which is Proposed Law
rendered said judgment as ol the
The advent of the Salk vaccine has done much to allay
owned by the Staples Bus Line.
time, and took possession of first MESC Offers
preceding term, being October.
Weirmen of the Maine coastal
A team of seven members of the
this dread disease but it has not yet been conquered.
1956 term, and execution issued
Both vehicles continued on their
place in the league standing which
as of that term; but attachments
Thousands of crippled victims remain to be treated and
Rockland Lions Club were named ways after the collision report was waters will have full opportunity
they claim they will hang onto j Assistance To
then in force continue for thirty
many thousands await immunization through the use of the
for the rest of the season.
to lend their help in the checking made of the accident which oc- to air their objections against a ,
days after the next term in that
Employers
vaccine.
No very big scores were in evi
proposed change in the laws re
county, being the county of Knox
of coats and hats at the Com curred at 8.30 a. m.
Support the Polio Drive with full vigor. The time may
dence. Norton’s 105 being the best
The Maine Employment Security and said next term being the sec
stricting fishing within 2000 feet
munity Building during Saturday
come soon when we can say 'Polio is now a thing of the
single and Herbie Conway’s 282 Commission said today that any ond Tuesday of February. 1957. in
of any weir at a meeting this .
night's Finnish-American Polio Municipal Court
past”, but the time is not yet.
going for the high total. The Fish-, employer subject under the Maine favor of Donald F. Pooler, of Wa
tertown. County of Jefferson and
morning in the office of Rockland
Dance.
hawks are hanging on for dear I Employment Security Law, who State of New York, against An
AJlan Norton, about 42, of Adlife and say they are not to be did not have four or more em thony Cuccinello of Rockland.
The team is headed by Keith montem avenue, was arraigned in Attorney A. Alan Grossman, legal
CORPORATIONS TO THE RESCUE
counted out for the pennant not ployees in 20 days, each day of County of Knox and State of
Goldsmith who appointed the Rockland Municipal Court Thurs representative lor the Coastal '
Maine for fifty five thousand dol
The years 1955 and 1956 have been memorable ones in
at this early date at least.
Seiners and Weirmen’s Assoeia- ,
which was in a different calendar lars debt or damage, and twentygTOtip following the Wednesday day morning on a charge or driv
terms of private—especially corporate-support of American
Palefaces: J. Chilles. 255; Little week in 1956, may be relieved of three dollars and s:xty-nine cents
tion.
ing
under
the
influence
of
liquor.
noon weekly meeting of the club
Colleges.
field, 247; H. Conway. 282; Davis, coverage under the Law—if he costs of suit, and will be sold at
The meeting was called by
The charge was brought by
at the Thorndike Hotel.
Just two years ago several business periodicals warned
276; D. Oakes. 274. Total. 1334. makes application for termination public auction on the premises in
Grossman after he received a
state
police
who
stopped
Norton
The seven include: Goldsmith. '
editorially that unless business and industry increased
Fishhawks: Norton. 249; W. to the Commission on or before said Rockland to the highest bid
petition of 73 names from weir
on
Route
t
in
Thomaston
Saturday
Leavitt Coffin, Jasper Akers, John ’
der; on the thirteenth day of Feb
significantly their contributions to colleges and universities
Warren, 239; S. Smith, 248; White, Jan. 20.
operators along the coast object- ’
evening.
Jan.
12.
ruary. 1957. at nine o’clock in the
Harding, Dr. Bradford Burgess, '
they soon would be providing greatly increased involuntary
264; V. Guilford. 241. Total. 1211.
ing to a vote by the association
The
charge
was
continued
to
The Commission also stated forenoon, the following described
Fred Hastings and David Holden.
support
through
taxation.
Such
an
eventuality
would
mean
In
the
race
for
the
pennant
at
last December that called for a ,
that Employers are required to real estate and all the right, title,
Guest speaker at the meeting j Friday morning pending the re
that the healthy balance between public and private institu
and interest which the said An
the Cascade Alleys this week saw
revision of the law.
file a payroll detail repoit for thony Cuccinello has and had in
was Leslie Dyer of Vinalhaven. i turn of results of a blood test.
tions had been seriously impaired.
the Ducks forge ahead again by
The present law prohibits fish
each
calendar
year
—
giving
the
president of the Maine Lobster-|
and to the same on the thirteenth
Individual “captains of industry”—among them Alfred
taking a game from their neaiest
Richard N. Morse 27. of Thom . ing within 2000 feet of any weir.
names and Social Security num day of October, 1955, at ten
men’s Association.
contender,
the
Worms,
while
the
P.
Sloan,
Irving
S.
Olds
and
Frank
W.
Abrams,
for
instance
«
The
change
would
have
the
limit
bers of all employees and the o’clock in the forenoon, the time
Dyer spoke on the problems aston was bound over to the Feb
Pirates continuer their upward
—had already been appealing to the enlightened selfdropped to 1000 feet.
i amount ot taxable wages earn when the same was attached on
facing the lobster industry today, ruary term of Superior Court in
the writ in the same suit, to wit.
climb by nosing out the Ganders
interest of business community. And, apparently, that com
Most of the signatures wer<
ed by each. This report for 1956 the follcsviiig real estate, and
telling the membership that a Knox County after probable cause
in a close one.
munity has begun to take its responsibilities and opportuni
from weirmen of the Washington
is due in the Commission’s office buildings thereon, situated in Rock
uniformity in legal lobster mea was found against him on a
Monday night saw the Ducks
ties to heart. For the Council on Financial Aid to Edu
County area and was circulated
on or before March 1. 1957, and land, County of Knox and State ol
surements is the greatest need at charge of breaking, entry and
swing back into high gear when
cation, the organization created to stimulate such business
larceny of money and liquor from by Alferd Beal of Beal’s Island
the law provides a penalty against Maine and bounded as follows:
present.
BEGINNING at the northeast
they took the Worms by 62 pins,
and A. W. Pike of Lubec. The
support, has just announced that during 1956 corporate gifts
’ employers who are late in filing erly corner of a lot of land con
Dyer urged a industry-wide the Bay View Hotel at a Rock
with
Sanborn
subbing
lor
Smith,
two
met
with
Grossman
last
to
higher
education
totaled
$100,000,000.
And,
says
Dr.
Wil

such repoit.
advertising program on an in land Municipal Court session Fri
veyed by the Bay Point Company
taking the spotlight from Captain
month and presented him the
son Compton, head of the council and a former university
tz 2aid Josephine Shepard by
dustry-state co-operative basis, day morning.
Contribution
report
forms
ror
Poole.
president, fears that business giving might slant American
deed dated September 3, 1894, re
Morse who entered a plea of petitions as a representative of the
greater research and more ex
!
the
quarter
ending
Dec.
31.
have
“Old Timer” Sanborn swung
corded Knox County Registry of
higher education toward business’ narrower interests have
tensive conservation studies and nolo and did not testify was held Association.
right into action in his first string been mailed to all employers and Deeds, vol. 100. page 33. said cor
Members of the Association
not
been
borne
out.
in
$1,000
bond
for
his
Superior
practices.
getting five spares in it for a total are due in the Commission office ner being in the southeasterly
The figures support Dr. Compton’s judgement: the
Court appearance. He failed to voted recommendation of the
side line of w'hat wras formerly
of 129 the best the Old Timer has on or before Jan. 31. and a penal Bluff Avenue, so called, and three
change
along
with
other
legislative
greatest dollar volume was ticketed for “unrestricted or
put up the bond immediately and
ty
for
the
late
payment
of
any
done since they struck gold on
School Bus and
proposals at their annual conven
general purposes.” Large gifts, it must be granted, could
hundred and fourteen (314) feet
was jailed.
Punkin Ridge.
This copped the quarterly contribution is provided southwesterly from the south
influence colleges in less obvious ways. The most likely
Morse was arrested by Rock- tion in Rockland in early Decem
westerly line ol what was form
Car Collide On
prize for high single but Capt. in the Law.
and understandable one is support of technical studies by
band Police Captain Maurice Ben ber. The association has only
With the filing of many reports erly Ocean Avenue; thence north
Poole
crashed
a
112
in
his
second
five
weirmen
as
members.
industries
in
need
of
technically
educated
personnel.
ner and Deputy Sheriff Edgar
thirty degrees and forty-seven
Rockport Street
string to boost his total to 303. ; required at. this time, the Com- minutes (30 47’) west thirteen
Officers of the association are:
It seems reasonable, however, to accept Dr. Compton’s
Libby at his Thomaston home on
was
tops
in
that
depart!
miMlon
hag
""nounc-d
that
they
which
(13) feet to a granite monument;
assurance: “I have . . . seen no evidence that industry . . .
A school bus carrying a full load Beechwood Street Thursday after Clinton Barlow of East Booth
Captain Wvmie and Doc wi“ ^i,,llv »“‘«n their field repre- thence south fifty-nine degrees
ment.
of children to school in Rockport noon after an investigation of the bay, president; Ralph Byers,
is attempting to dictate educational policy.” Business, for
arried the ball for the !
lives to assist any employer and thirteen minutes (59 13')
Rae
its own good, is beginning to appreciate the supreme value
Thursday morning sustained ex break by police. He was booked Wint< r Harbor, secretary Stanin preparing reports and in clari west two hundred and ten (210)
Worms
but
the
ball
was
too
heavy
I-dand,
ford
Doughty
of
Chebeague
of
independence
in
teaching
and
research.
tensive damage to its left side overnight on the complaint.
feet to a granite monument;
and they could not carry it far fying provisions of the law—if the thence south thirty-four degrees;
when it was involved in a collision
He is charged with breaking in vice president: John Dodge of
employer
will
request
such
as

enough or fast enough to produce
and twelve minutes (34 12’) east
with another vehicle on an icy to a liquor storeroom at the hotel Rockland, treasurer; and Gross- j
sistance from the Commission. one hundred and twenty-eight and
warden when, the birds are lib announced that the town repoit results.
grade on Summer street in Rock where he is employed as cook, man. attorney.
Ducks: MacDonald. 236; Oakes, An employer desiring assistance, twenty-three hundredths (128.23)
erated.
issued by North Haven last spring
port.
sometime between 2 and 3 o’clock
to a granite monument, at
4. To release all pheasants ■has won honorable mention in the 268; Nelson. 255; Sanborn for may contact the Commission's feet
Driver of the 1949 Ford bus. Wil Thursday morning. Several bot
Josephine
State
Seeking
office at 331 Water street in Au land conveyed by
Smith.
296;
Poole.
303.
Total.
1358.
prior
to
November
1
of
the
cur

New
England
Municipal
Report
lard H. Roberts, 58, of Rockland, tles or liquor were taken and
Shepard to Ricker Hotel Company.
gusta.
or
any
of
its
local
offices.
Worms: Grimes, 247; Bickford,
rent year.
Competition. The competition is the
March 31. 190.3. recorded Knox
had just turned the sharp corner $21.10 in bills and silver were Co-operators For
County, Vol. 127. page 258; thence
Co-operators are provided with twelfth held by the six state coun 245; Sutliffe for Chilles 253; Rae,
from Main Street onto Summci , taken fro
glass jars, according
Curiosity is like fire—helpful or south seventy-five degrees and
a set of instructions for rearing cil and is open to all communities 276; Wymie. 275. Total 1296.
Street, traveling toward Rockport | to
report given police by hotel Pheasant Rearing
harmful, according to the way it forty-seven minutes (75 47’) east
The Pirates climbed out of the
pheasants. Last year und( r this publishing an annual municipal re
High School, when another vehicle, owner Paul L. Zafiriou.
by said lot conveyed to Ricker
is used.
The
Fish
and
Game
Depart

cellar
for
the
first
time
this
sea

co-operative
plan
28,000
pheasants
port.
Hotel Company eighty-eight (88 >
a 1965 Dodge two door sedan
Police recovered $15 in cash
ment is now accepting applica were released in Maine.
feet to a stone monument; thence
North Haven’s award was in the son to tie the Worms for the third LEGAL NOTICE
operated and owned by John H. and two bottles of liquor from
north fifty-nine degrees and thirtions from sportsmen’s groups
class towns of under 500 popula berth, by taking a close match
SPECIAL NOTICE
Annis, Jr., 18. or West Rockport Morse’s home in Thomaston, ac
and individuals interested in rear
At a Probate Court held at ten minutes (59 13’) east one
tion. Top winner in that class from the Ganders in the Wednes
approached from the opposite di cording to Captain Benner.
hundred and forty feet (140) to a
ing six-weeks old pheasants un North Haven
The Ganders Rockland, in and for the County granite monument; thence north
was Stoddard. N. H., while Cran day night fracas.
rection.
Benner said Morse was at the
of Knox on the fourth day of
der the co-operative plan for 1957
certificate
•
might
have
won
this
game
but
berry
Isle,
Me.,
won
The road was too narrow for hotel before closing time, and evi
January in the year of our Lord thirty degrees and forty-seven
it was announced today by Depu '56 Town Report
for the poor showing made by the one thousand nine hundred and minutes west (30'1 47’) one hundred
of commendation.
both vehicles and the left front dently lingered on the premises.
ty Commissioner George Buck- Award Winner
three 300 hittters so called. Sut fifty-seven.
The following mat and seventy-seven (177) feet to
section of the car came into colli
It’s propaganda if the publicity liffe, Peacock and the Goose. ter having been presented for the place of beginning.
Allan Norton, 42, of Admontem nam.
sion with the left side of the bus
TOGETHER with all the rights,
The New England Council has favors ideas you oppose.
Present plans call for allotment
Herbie Peterson the leadoff man action thereupon hereinafter indi obligations, covenants and agreein back of the cab. Both drivers avenue was found guilty of driv
cated
it
is
hereby
ORDERED:
did a real job of leading with a
meets and subject to all the condi
ing under the influence of liquor of 8.000 pheasants to co-operators
That notice thereof be given to
nice 278 which earned second all persons interested, by causing tions of the deeds of Bay Point
on the basis of a results of a blood in the order in which applications | AT THE KNOX THEATRE SUNDAY MONDAY • TUESDAY
place for the evening score and a copy of this order to be publish- Company to said Josephine Shep
test and paid a fine of $100 and are received. Those wishing to
ard dated September 3. 1894, re
MILLERS
apply
are
urged
to
write
to
the
Sonny
Oakes, subbing for Drew I ed three weeks successively in corded Knox County, Book 100.
$6 court costs.
The
Courier-Gazette,
a
newspaper
who was out of town, turned in a
State police brought the charge Department of Inland Fisheries
page 33. and of the deed of Rick
GARAGE
very respectable 269 but the rest published at Rockland, in said er Hotel Company to said Jose
against the Rockland man after and Game, State House. Augusta,
|
County,
that
they
may
appear
at
of the Gander lineup fell by the _ a Probate Court to be held at said phine Shepard dated March 31.
stopping him on Route 1 in Thom for the necessary forms.
The Best Place To
“In recognition of the interest
wayside and their vision of hit Rockland on the nineteenth day of 1903. recorded in said Knox Coun
aston
Saturday
night.
He
had
en
ty, Book 127, page 263. and with
Buy a
shown
by
co-operators
in
rearing
ting
300 became the memory of a February. 1957, the first publica all the rights, terms, agreements
tered a plea of not guilty.
| GOOD USED CAR
tion
thereof
to
be
at
least
thirty
pheasants at their own expense.”
dream.
and reservations and subject to
25-31 Rankin Street
What helped to put the Pirates days before said nineteenth day of the conditions of deed of Jose
Confidence is the thing if you says Bucknam. “it is planned to
February.
A.
D.
1967.
34-ThAS-tf j
phine Shepard to Ricker Hotel
distribute a similar number of
out in front was the surprising
are in a position to back it up.
ESTATE OF .THEODORE
pheasants on a matching basis.”
showing of Charlie
Mitchell JAHN, late of Union, deceased. Company dated March 31. 1903.
recorded Knox County, Book 127.
For example, if co-operators in a
whose 101 was the best single for Petition by Christine Schwank of page 258. and the terms and con
the City and County of Philadel ditions of the agreement between
given county raise 500 birds, an
UNION FARMERS
.MUTUAL phia and State of Pennsylvania; said Ricker Hotel Company and
equal number of birds will be lib
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY Maryanne Bank of said Philadel said Josphine Shepard and own
erated in that county from stock
phia; and Esther K. Dabrcwski of ers of other lots at Bay Point
Union, Maine
reared at the State Game Farm
Eriton, New Jersey, heirs living dated June 21. 1902. recorded in
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1956
by the Fish and Game Depart
Cash in office and bank. $3,563.58 in different States. That Samuel Knox County, Book 121, pag« 429.
W. Collins. Jr.. Administrator of relative to streets, roads and right
ment.
larger income-or to give
$3,863.58 said estate, or some other suit of way; the prcmisca hereby
Gross cash assets.
In order to become eligible,
able person be authorized to sell conveyed being the lot as it now
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1956
! applicants must agree to the fob •
your saved dollars a chance to grow? Learn what
the real estate situated in Union. exists after said mutual convey
50 per cent cash pre
lowing conditions:
mium.
$570.38 , and fully described in said peti ance; a plan of which is annex
Mutual Funds may do for you.
1. To provide an approved j
tion, at private sale, and diatri- ed to each deed to and from said
Total liabilities.
$570.38 bute the proceeds after paying Ricker Hotel Company and said
type of enclosure of approximate- i
Phone or VC'rite today.
A wens from “A King un<l Four Queens”, with Clark Gable
Net cash assets,
$2,993.20 expenses, among the heirs of said plan also recorded in connection
At the Knox Theatre Sunday through Tuesday.
ly 15 square feet per pheasant.
Theodore Jahn, according to their with deed in the “Book of Plans’’
Premium notes subject to
2. To pay all expenses involved
assessment,
$22,815.00 respective rights therein.
in Knox County Registry of
in raising and caring for pheas
INVESTMENT SECIRITIES
WITNESS. Charles F. Dwinal. Deeds, whatever rights are se
Deduct all assessments and
ants from date of receipt to date I
payments.
1.140.75 Esquire, Judge of Probate Couit cured aud whatever conditions
142 HIGH STREET.
ROOM 121
PORTLAND. ME.
CALL 1371 - for Kent Packed
for Kncx County.
Rockland are provided for in said several
of release.
.
Local Representative
Maine.
Balance due on premium
RANGE ANN FUEL OIL
conveyances and agreements are
3. To inform the local warden!
Attest:
made a part of this conveyance.
notes.
$21 674.25
ALBERT B. COLLINS. Camden. Maine
and game biologist of all prospec
MARITIME OIL CO.
Register.
JAMES L DORMAN
P WILLARD PEASE.
SjiaXSeULU
Tel. CE 6-32 IS
tive liberation sites, and to re
THOMAS C. AYLWARD,
he.tf* -I
Secretary
Sheriff.
6-9
14-tf
3-S-9
quest the supervision of the local
6^S-12
j
w-ia

Wondering how to
mVCST-for

Walter J. Hood Co., /nr.
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STEAMBOAT YARNS

End of Towline

Coming Events
ISocial and community events
are solicited for this calendar. A11
are free and space here cannot be
purchased. Strictly commercial |
affairs, sales, suppers, dancc9.
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.]
Jan. 19—Finnish-American Dance
at the Community Building to
benefit the Polio Fund.
Jan. 19—Grand Family Night,
Grace Chapter, Thomaston.
Jan. 25 — Golden Rod Chapter,
OES, meets at the Masonic
Temple at 7.30.
Jan. 25—Radio Auction on Station
WRKD, benefit Polio Drive.
Feb. 1—Methebesec Club meets at
the Farnsworth Museum at 2.30
p. m.
Feb. 5—Miriam Rebekah Lodge
meets at the Odd Fellows Hall
at 7.30.
Feb. 7—Theta Rho Girls Club.
Feb. 7—Rockland Emblem Club
meets at the Elks Home 'at 6.30.
Feb. 12—Zonta Club meets at the
Hotel Thorndike at 12.30.
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
March 1—Methebesec Club meets
with Mrs. Maude Blodgett at
2.30 p. m.
April 1-4—Farm and Home Week
on the University of Maine
campus.
THE WEATHER

Some three years ago New
England residents were so en
couraged about the antics of the
weather that they were preparing
for Florida temperatures in Maine
with the end of fuel bills and cold,
with snow shovels placed in mu
seums to be viewed by posterity.
The Gulf Stream has changed
its course they crooned and the
only people to worry were the fish
processors who would have to
send their boats clear to Labra
dor, for their catches as the fish
chased the cold water northward.
Well, if the Gulf changed, it has
certainly changed back with a
vengeance and everybody’s ther
mometer stays around zero from
habit. Gulf Stream, Bah!

The meeting of the Knox County
Theatre Guild scheduled for Jan.
16. was postponed until Jan. 23.
at 8 p. m. at the Farnsworth Mu
seum.
The Maine Council oi
Little Theatre will meet Sunday,
Jan. 20, at 2 p.. m. at Togus.
There will be a workshop on set
construction. Members attending
should bring a box lunch.
Telephone 76 for all social Items,
guests,
parties, etc., for The
Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret
Winehenbaugh, 161 Limerock St.,
social reporter.
tf

He that believeth on me,
and the works that I do

shall he do also; and
greater works than these

shall he do.

Mrs. Daniel A. Lakeman and
daughter Carleen who have been ,
the guests of Mrs. LaJteman’s 1
grandmother, Mrs. W. H. Glen-'
denning. Sr., and her sister, Mrs.
Lincoln E. McRae. Jr., have re-1
turned to their home in Toledo.
Ohio.
At the height of fire fighting ae-1

Tin' Rockland
based Coast
Guard rescue tug Snohomish de- 1
parted Wednesday night for Bos-I
ton being taken in tow, herself.
The tug sprung a leak during ice
breaking duties on the Penobscot
River and will remain in Boston
until repairs are completed.
The Rockland Coast Guard baee
reported that the craft had sprung
a leak in the fuel tank and was
towed to Boston by the Acushnet,
a Coast Guard rescue tug out of
Portland.
The cutter had been on ice
breaking duties for several days.
The cutter Yankton from Port
land will take over the duties of
the Snohomish until the repair job
is eompleto.

tivities at the Kaler home on
Pleasant street the other night,
the telephone, located close to the
spot where firemen were working
to contain the fire, rang smartly.
A neighbor who was helping re
move household goods from the
fire area answered. The question
posed by the caller, “where is the Herbert Prescott
fire?” The neighbor just held the
receiver nearer to the spot where Wins Reader's
firemen were breaking through
to the seat of the fire so the call Digest Award
er could hear the activity. That
Herbert Prescott, 48. a Rock
was all that was needed and the land High School graduate in 1924.
neighbor went back to moving fur now an associate professor of
niture.
English and journalism at Grin
nell College in Grinnell, Iowa, has
A meeting of the Third District
won second prize in a contest con
American Legion and Auxiliary is
ducted by Reader’s Digest.
being held at the Legion Home in
The contest was nationwide and
Bath this evening at 7.30. The
district includes Knox, Lincoln required contestants to select
and Sagadahoc Legion and Aux from the Reader’s Digest of Octo
ber the six articles which would
iliary groups.
appeal the most to readers. Com
Rockland Elks will be served a petition was open to college stu
New England boiled dinner Tues dents and college professors. The
proved
themselves
day at 6.30 to lead off the meeting professors
of the lodge scheduled for 8 I better amateur editors than their
| pupils as they won the two top
o’clock.
j prizes.
Firemen, usually found battling
Professor Prescott’s award was
flames, were called Thursday $1,000 for his .personal use and
afternoon to do a job at the other $1,000 to his college’s scholarship
extreme at the Rockland Post fund.
Office. The job was to remove
Professor Prescott was born in
long, hanging icicles from the Northport, attended high school
gutters of the building which post at Rockland, and has degrees
office officials requested so that from Bowdoin College and the
the danger of them on persons en University of Maine. In addition
tering the office would be elimi to academic posts, he has worked
nated.
I for the Daily Commercial and
WABI at Bangor, and for the
A sedan driven by Gerald F. | Providence Rhode Island Journal
Gardner, 38, of Waterford, pull i and Bulletin. He is the author of
ing from the curb before the Har several books and a member of
bor View Market on Main Street ■ Phi Beta Kappa and Sigma Delta
Thursday afternoon was pushed | Chi.
into James Street by another, left
turning vehicle but sustained
The Maine Seafoods Festival
minor
damage according to and Rockland as the Lobster Capi
Rockland Police. The second tal of the World will be publicized
vehicle, driven by Erold Holstrom, in Washington during the presi
40, of St. George, was traveling dential inaugural. The Festival
north along Main Stieet and start supplied the Port O’ Rockland
ed a left turn onto James Street Drum and Bugle Corps with two
when the Gardner car passed in colorful. 15 foot by three foot ban
front, police said.
Minor dam ners for the sides of the bus
age was reported to the left front transporting the corps to Wash
fender and door of Gardner’s car ington. Wherever the bus trav
and negligible damage to the els, people seeing it can’t miss the
other vehicle. Neither driver was signs and the advertising for the
injured.
city, the Festival and the fishing
industry.
BORN
Liuzza—At Knox Hospital, Jan.
Volunteers for the week of Jan.
17, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Liuzza, 21 at the tancer office will be:
a daughter,
Monday,
Mrs.
Erwin
Spear.
Calderwood—-At Knox Hospital,
Jan. 18, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rockland; Tuesday, Mrs. Edwin
Calderwood of Thomaston, a son. Lynch, Thomaston; Wednesday,
Cross man—At Vinalhaven, Jan. Miss Elizabeth Leavens, Thomas
17, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cross ton; Mrs. Leslie Wilson, Rock
man, a son.
land.
Thursday, Mrs. Alfred
Strout, Thomaston and Mrs. Wes
ley Wasgatt, Rockland. Friday.
That Generations
Miss Peggy Simms, Clark Island
and Mrs. Hugo Hochschild. Thom
* to Come may
aston.

Unuathtr

John 14:12

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my neighbors,
friends and the Lions Club for
their kindness shown me during
my stay in Knox Hospital; also
special thanks to Dr. Allen and
the nursing staff at the hospital.
Melton Sturges. Jr..
Spruce Head.
9-lt

ll’atcli /oj a Great Prom
ise from the fiible in this
spare every Saturday.
We take justifiable pride
In our ability to render
adequate service at a
reasonable cost.

of Ships and Men
John M. Richardson

Two Tellers Of Choice Steamboat Yarns
And An Expert Steamboat Photographer
Are Presented

1

'T
or,

XV

Above is u partii'ularly good sanipli of 5lr. Graham'* work — The mighty Gov. Dingley underway.
There are many men of many
different gifts in this steamboat
historical business and it is the
combination of the talents of all
of them that combines to make
an intensively interesting whole.
*s
The mind of Captain Walter E.
Scott of Deer Isle is a literal
treasure house of the lore of the
day when the steamboat was king.
In his mind the faces of his com
panions on the old
Steamer
W/
Penobscot or the spanking new
City of Bangor are fresh and alive
as when they shared his labors.
He can sit on his lawn at his farm
home at Deer Isle, close his eyes
and see in reality the scene from
the middle window of the mighty
Governor Dingley and in the flick
of an eye can see the swathed
and half frozen bow lookout far
below, half hidden in the driven
snow and spume and can feel his
hand close on the whistle cord
handle and above him hear the
Dingley’s great voice bellowing its
Herewith Is a. view from the middle window of the Gov. Dingley.
60 seconds warning.
Bill Fifield sees the events ol Th pilothouse Is high above the deck. Note the fore stay often men
the eighties and the booming gol tioned by Capt. Scott.
writing
effort
of i how things looked to Captain
den nineties through other eyes. history
It is not incidents of peril and dan the United States a strength and | Scott standing at her lofty middle
ger that Bill remembers. He energy it could not otherwise pos ! window (pilot house). The fore
stay so often mentioned by Cap
casts these aside as unimportant sess.
One of the outstanding young tain Scott in his delightful steam
and brings back memories of the
men who worked his watches men in the group is no stranger boat yarns in each Saturday’s
years ago and hilarious incidents to readers of this column or to Courier-Gazette show’s plainly.
Mr. Graham has made a life
connected with them from Presi Rockland because many fine pic
dent Calvin Austin and the ever tures from his camera have been study of the past 50 years of steam
efficient Andrew Sides, right down presented at various times and he navigation on the Atlantic Coast
through Cap’n Shute and Cap’ll has visited at the home of the and is also an authority on the
coal trade sail, towed or steaTn.
Ike, Dave Weed, George Davis Steam boat Editor.
«
His name ie R. Loren Graham As a professional and a good one,
and all the men he rhymed with
every day. He can off-hand pro and he is one of the best of Bos Mr. Graham sells photographs of
duce lengthy poems on “On Board ton’s professional photographers. all types of vessel and is also an
the Old Mineole,’’ “The New Ban Today’s three pictures are by Mr. authority on descriptive matter
gor,” “A Lovely Sail On the J. T. Graham. One shows the great and incidents in the great world
ill Gov. Dingley underway. Another of steam vessels, schooners and
Morse’’ and endless others, all
peopled with men very real to • shows her at her Boston pier and barges. He is in considerable de
I the huge height of her bow com- mand supplying photographs, in
him.
Like any live historical figures pared to one of the Nantasket formation and as a lecturer.
He may be reached at this ad
young men too are interested in steamers tied up in the foreground
steamboat history and with their gives some idea of the size of the dress: R. Loren Graham, 108 Far
drive and vigor give this vital steamer. The third picture shows ragut Rd.. Swampscott Mass.

CHURCH REPORTS SUCCESSFUL YEAR
The 119th annual meeting of the
Rockland Congregational Church
was convened Wednesday even
ing following a very stormy day
and a tasty supper served to a
courageous crowd. The supper,
served by a men’s circle, headed
by Josef Vinal and Richard
French was much enjoyed, and
the business was dispatched with
alacrity under the pro tem moder
ator Frederic H. Bird, being ad
journed at 8.30 p. m.
Reports of all departments were
accepted in the torm previously
distributed to the parish, the pro
posed operating and benevolence
budgets for 1957 were adopted,
letters of transfer were granted
Mr. and Mrs. John Karl to the
church they are now attending in
California, and it was voted to
Rev. Charles R. Monteith
sponsor the Scouting program for
boys another year, as in 27 years Superintendent. Mrs. Walter An
previously.
derson; Cradle Roll Superinten
Other business included the dent, Mrs. E. Kent Glover.
election of a committee consisting
Deacon (Term expires 1961),
of Harold W. Ix)ok. Jr., Donald John A. Munsey.
Kelsey. Jr., and Miss Ruth Emery
Junior Deacons (Term expires
to arrange for art honor roll for 1958), Richard B. Harden and Wil
all youth from the parish who lard Pease.
have served in the armed forces
Deaconesses
(Term
expires
since World War II; the election 1960>, Mrs. Frederick Cates and
of a committee composed of Mrs. Mrs. Donald Leach.
Albert E. MacPhail, Sr., Mrs. H.
Financial Secretary. Miss Mary
E. Crozier, and Mrs. Gardner K. Wasgatt.
French to take charge of keeping
Moderator. Jerome C. Burrows.
in touch w’ith those currently in
Treasurer, Warren H. Hill.
the service of our country; the ap
Trustees (Term expires I960),
proval of union summer services; Lloyd K. Allen and Richmond K.
and the vote to have the present Stratton.
Building
Finance
Committee,
Building
Finance
Committee
augmented by the heads of the 1 (Term expires 1960), Everett
various groups in the church (or I Hum ph ery.
their appointed representatives),
Lincoln Association at Bath,
plus any others the Committee re October 1957 Delegate, Mrs. Clevequests. become a “Ways and I land Sleeper.
Means Committee’’ for building (■ State
Conference,
Augusta,
up the treasury of the “new April 30, May 1, 1957 Delegates:
church project’’.
I Mrs. James M. Pease, Albert E.
Officers elected for the new MacPhail, Sr., and Mrs. John G.
year are:
Snc«.v.
Report Of The Nominating
Respectfully submitted,
Committee
Everett Humph ery
Auditor. Joseph Emery.
Mrs. Charles Huntley
Clerk, Mrs.. Albert Emery.
Kennedy Crane. Jr.
Church School: General Super Rockland Congregational Church,
intendent, John Munsey; Primary January 1957.

I

through to Ellsworth.
In previous meetings, proposals
Meets Wednesday of a state bond issue have been
made for the building of a 24 foot
At Augusta House paved surface road with 10 foot
shoulders and passing lanes on
The Mid Coast Route 1 Associa hills.
tion will take a meeting away
The Association has been re
rom the coast for the first time corded as prefering this type of
.Vednesday when a session will be road to a non-access, dual lane
held at Augusta. The dinner- highway which would cut off
meeting, wnich is scheduled for existing business along the shore.
the Augusta House at 6.30 p. m.,!
The man who stubs his toe and
s for the convenience of legisla
tors, Governor Muskie, DDIC blames himself shows character.
Jommifisioner Fred A. Clough, Jr.
ind members of the Highway
Commission.
NOTICE
Speaker of the evening will be
TO MARINERS
Mr. Clough who was recently ap
pointed to head the state’s de
Notice is hereby given that
partment charged with the promo
the Assistant’’ Collector of Cus
tion of industry, commerce and
toms for this district has issued
recreation.
an order dated January 10, 19S7,
Mid Coast President Frederic H.
authorizing the name of the oil
Bird of Rockland will announce
screw SAINT JOSEPH IV, of
his appointments to the Associa
ficial number 262881, owned by
tion’s legislative committee.
The highway committee will re Abden F. Gilbert, of which
Rockland, Maine, is the home
port on Route 1 construction plan
port,
to be changed to MILKY
ning.
WAV.
Mid Coast leaders plan an ac
George A. Boulier,
tive campaign at Augusta during
Deputy Collector
the term of legislature to obtain
of Customs,
authority for construction of an
Rockland, Maine.
an adequate highway to serve the
9*13
coast from west of Brunswick

Mid-Coast Assn.

(Joto coit be”RICH!

CARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to express our sincere
thanks to all our friends and
neighbors for the many kind ex
pressions and condolences shown
us during our recent bereavement.
Special thanks to Dr. McLellan
and the Russell Funeral Home.
Mrs. Charles Taylor and family.
9 It

DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
ROCKLAND

and
THOMASTON

$35,000??
FIRST PRIZE

IN MEMORIAM
bw
Wc cm
Icons codncnoc
adeems af Rock
Each it
yaw

8

«f A«a famly
ksdnd hy a

BURPEE
Funeral Home
1 M. JORDAN,
Betabliehed 1830

Prop

AMBULANCE SERVICE
U8 UMEBOCK 8TREB
ROCKLAND. MAINS

lifrnmc.

Chester Brooks
WARREN
CAMDEN

TeL CRestwd 3-2981
TeL 2151

In loving memory of Bertrand
J.
McClure,
who
accidently
drowned January 20, 1956.
He had a cherry smile, a pleasant
way,
A helping hand to all he knew
He was so kind, so generous ant
true.
On earth he nobly did his best
Grant him, Jesus, heavenly rest.
His children, Gloria Heathei
and Charles McClure.
9*1

What

can

you

do

with

$35

000?
You
can
ouy a
beautiful home
a new cer,
and still nave a bundle <n ♦he
bank
This Sunday the Boston
Sunday Advertiser brinqs you
the oDOortunitv ot your 'ifetime . . . Anyone can enter
(except
professionals)
and

anyone can win the Maqic
Circ'e Game.
H’s a game ot
simple skill.
Be sure to see
Sunday's Boston Advertiser.

Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties

S-fl-tf

RUBBER

STAMPS

All Types and Sizes
ON ORDER AT

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

The bow of the IMngley is here seen compared with a Nantasket Reaeh steamer in the foreground.
Note the extreme height of the Dingley’s how.
AU photos by Graham
Ardrey Orff, president of the
Rockland, Rockport Lime Com- 1
pany, was named as vice presi- |
Of Rockland
dent of the Association and Judge :
Loan and Building Alfred M. Strout of Rockland !
Municipal Court as attorney.
Directors of the Rockland Loan
Elmer Montgomery was re- 1
A Building Association this week elected to the dual position of
eleqted Roland G. Ware as presi secretary-treasurer.

Ware President
MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 74 YEARS
PHONE THOMASTON 175

William E. Dornan & San, Inc.
Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine

i-e-tf

dent of the Association. Mr. Ware 1 The financial committee select
lt head ot the Maritime Oil Com ed is composed of A. Judson Bird,
Thomas Chisholm and Ardrey
pany.

Orff.
All officers also serve as di
rectors of the Association which
reported assets of $2,218,502.00 at
the annual meeting Monday eve
ning.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FIVE Unfurnished Rooms and
toilet to let.
Inquire 12 KNOX
STREET, Tel. 1382-M.
9-tI

$65,000”
Ml
CASH PRIZES
?ne Prijy-SlOO'
TM
5.00
ttt»
2.0n-

•«. Rw|ye

I 0O-

•»r 'V Mhp

It's New! It's Fascinating! M’s
STARTS JANUARY 13 IN THE

Boston Sunday Advertiser
CONTWVCS IN TM COSTON MAY

STATE NEWS CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

*
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Extensioners On

CHRISTMAS TREE MEN MEET

HOME SERVICE

Increase In

Nine Counties
Nine County Extension Associa
tions in Maine reported on Jan. 1
that they had larger memberships
than a year ago, according to
4-H Club Doings
From Just one basic recipe cheese to flour and shortening
Seavey A. Piper of Troy, presi
you
can make a variety of differ- mixture.
dent
of
the
Maine
Extension
Asso

to him.
By Loans Shiblea—4-H
By Henry Teague
breads. My favorite is scones
Herb Biscuits
ciation.
Club Agent
I
suppose
that
most
of
us
wish
Those profit figures given out
and I'm sure you will agree with
Follow
recipe above, adding
The
nine
counties
with
in

in the "Kansas Caged Layer that such a setup could be true creased memberships are: Knoxme once you have tasted this % tsp. dry mustard, H tsp. dry
and
that
some
day
soon
we
would
Plan” are certainly pretty fancy.
treat.
sage, and lVi tsp. caraway seeds
Thomaston
Lincoln, York. Waldo, Southern
In fact they now appear to some be invited to participate in a Aroostook,
The
members
of
the
Cheerful
to flour mixture.
Oxford.
Somerset,
Biscuits
similar
program.
Such
an
invita

experienced poultrymen to be a
Homemakers worked on their half
Northern Aroostook,
Franklin,
Make either type desired.
furry Biscuits
tion
may
come,
but
before
you
little too fancy to be true.
slips at a recent maeting. Their
Typical Biscuits: Sift together
Follow recipe above, adding *4
sign up. please check the figures and Washington. Even more sig
G. T. "Chick” Klein, former
last scheduled meeting was post 2 cups sifted flour. 2*4 tsp. bak- tsp. curry powder to dry ingredicarefully and see that all costs nificant. Oxford and York Coun
Massachusetts poultry specialist
poned because of the snowstorm. ing powder, 1 tsp salt. Cut in ents.
are included. You may well find ties also reported larger membefiin his current column in New
They
will meet again at the home finely *4 cup shortening. Stir in
ships
already
than
they
achieved
Drop Biscuits
that you are better off to stay
England Homestead expresses
Of their leader, Eleanor Clark Oh (to make soft dough), % cup
Follow recipe above, except in
with the "old fashioned” meth throughout all of 1956, added
himself as a doubting T' omas and
Piper.
Jan. 21.
mlk.
crease milk to 1 cup. Drop from
ods of producing eggs.
offers the question: “Might not
Total
Extension
Association
Richer Biscuits: Sift together 2 spoon on greased pan or into
Warren
the net return be nearer a dollar
membership in Maine reached
, The meeting of the Diligent cups sifted flour, 3 tsp. baking greaged muffin cupg.
Corbett Suggests
a bird?”
16,757 on Jan. 1. This was 263
Dozen was called to order by the powder, 1 tsp salt. Cut in finely 6
Orange Tea Biscuits
Fhoto
by
Jaeger
Poultrymen in the Northeastern
ahead of a year earlier. During
tblsp shortening.
Stir in (to
Follow recipe above, except,
Pictured at the Christmas tree meeting, from left to right, are: president, Darlene Gordon. The
area are not exactly contented Dairymen Plan
the month of December member- Gilbert Doughty of Union, Lewis Bissell of Oreno and Robert Umberger second year sewing group re make soft dough). 2/3 cup milk.
add grated rind of 1 orange to dry
with a dollar a bird return per
Round up on lightly floured
sh.p increased by 1110. Largest oj
Rockport, farm forester in the Coastal Area.
viewed the different parts of the
ingredients. Before baking press
December increases were in Cen- •
year of lay, but they know that For Year Now
cloth-covered
board.
Knead
lightsewing machine.
*4 cube of loaf sugar, dipped in
tral
Aroostook.
AndroscogginKnox-Lincoln
County
Christmas
formed
Maine
Christmas
Tree
that is a get-by figure with a little
It's none too soon to begin plan
Mrs. Janet Smith, assistant 'y. Roll or pat out about W Cut. orange juice, into top of each bis
over if the flock is large enough, ning for economical milk produc Sagadahoc. Washington, and Cum- trce Browers met at the Waldo- Association.
leader, demonstrated
how to Place on ungreased baking sheet. cuit.
say 5,000 birds. Nowadays. $1.25 tion during the coming year, says berland counties. All but three boro Municipal Building Thues- Speakers were Extension for- make Cream of Wheat and to cut Bake until golden brown. Serve
Filled Jtiseuits
afternoon. Planting and estry specialist Lewis Bissell and
is a comfortable profit and $1.50 Ralph A. Corbett, Extension counties had more than 1000 mem- day
piping hot with butter and also
berp
„
growing of the trees was discuss- Robert Umberger, state farm cabbage.
Follow recipe above, except roll
is nice to think about, and once dairyman. University of Maine.
jelly,
honey,
syrup,
etc.
Tempera

Sharon Overlock demonstrated
Piper urged former Extension ' ed as wel1 as thinning and various forester. The meeting was led by
in a while a year has come along
ture: 450 deg. (hot oven). Time: dough only *4” thick. Place a
Feed accounts for about one- Association members to renew tJT»e« of pruning. Federal Land County Agent Gil Jaeger. Pres- how to make carrot sticks.
when it has gone considerably third of the total expense of pro
Bake 10 to 12 min. Amount: 20 piece of cheese or a pitted date
or a bit of deviled ham. etc. on
JefferHon
their memberships,
He asked Bank programs and their effect ent, also, were Robert Sprague,
1%” biscuits.
higher.
ducing milk In Maine, points out
each biscuit. Fold it over, press
The
seventh
meeting
of
the
furthering
on
growers
was
one
of
the
general
Bangor,
vice
president
of
the
Along comes this Kansas plan Corbett, so that’s a good place to others interested in
Buttermilk Biscuits
Luckiettes met at the home of
edges together. Bake
with what is claimed to be a pro try to begin cutting costs. He sug progress in agriculture, home topics brought up as well as the Maine Association, and Percy
Follow recipe above, except, in
Peggy
Flagg.
work
being
done
by
the
newly
Moody,
Waldoboro,
a
director.
Whole Wheat Biscuits
making,
and
youth
in
Maine
to
fit producing program to the tune gests planning for a top notch
Gail Campbell. Judith Hansen. place of milk, use buttermilk. Use
Folloy recipe above, except sub
of $325 a bird with no pullets to forage program this year. With Join.
Marjorie Smith and Theodore Al only 2 tsp. baking powder, and stitute *4 cup whole wheat flour
P-500 was introduced.
raise and continuous operation abundant, top- quality, home
Accessories
On
bert are to wait on tables for the *4 tsp. soda.
for 14 cup of the white flour.
The
optional
item
that
has
year in and year out at practi grown hay, silage, and pasture
Polio Fund supper.
Ba cen Biscuits
failed
to
keep
pace
is
tinted
glass.
Scones
cally the same profit.
New Cars Appeal
available to your cows, you'll be
The secretary read the duties
Follow recipe above, adding 1/3 Follow recipe above, except sub
While 37.6 per cent ordered it in
It would be interesting to know able to feed less grain and pro
1955. the current demand has of the officers. Mrs. Flagg dem cup drained cooked bacon bits add 1 slightly beaten egg. Roll
To Purchasers
how many poultrymen in this area duce more milk much more
onstrated how to thread and sew (about 4 strips) to flour and short dough *1" thick. Cut into tri
slipped to 20 per cent.
has* already sent in for cage cheaply.
on the machine, each girl taking ening mixture.
Llmerock Valley Pomona Grange
Safety,
comfort
and
convenience
angle
and
diamond
shapes.
catalogs and perhaps have sur
Corbett says that research
her turn.
By Evelyn W. St. Clair
are fast becoming as important
Cheese Biscuits
Place slightly apart on baking
veyed their buildings in hopes that proves that money spent for fer
Penobscot View Grange enter to today’s automobile customer Maine Farmers
South Jefferson
Follow recipe above, adding *4 sheet.
Brush with milk and
the same kind of lightning will tilizer and lime is the best invest
tained
Pomona Saturday. Speak
Joyce MacDonald spoke on her cup grated dry sharp American sprinkle with sugar. Bake.
strike in Maine.
as are design and performance, Advised To Use
ment in economical milk produc
trip as delegate to the State Con
Before you order any cages or tion most Maine dairymen can er for the afternoon was Dr. according to Lee F. Desmond.
test.
Still More Lime
the next meeting for the hospital, and Karen Smith are on the planagree to go in on any such plan make. Fertilizer returns much Philip B. Sharpe of Rockport who
Dodge vice president in charge of
Their leader, Mrs. Marion Mac
Each girl who can will bring ing committee.
look over those figures which mOre milk per dollar spent than epoke on "Health Is Happiness.”
It would pay handsomely for Donald, gave an information les her electric sewing ’machine next
Oret Robinson won the lec galeg
Mrs. Lucinda Waterman, the
have now been printed in several <joes feed, studies have shown,
turer’s march prize.
A three year study of Dodge re- Maine farmers to use more lime, son on forestry, followed by a dis meeting.
i leader, gave a judging contest on
magazines. You buy the pullets
Grass silage is becoming an esThe lecturer had a cake walk veals that demand for optional sa.vs Paul N. Mosher, Extension cussion and studied various tests.
For subject matter the third supper menus.
at a cost of $2.31 each at 24 weeks sential for economical milk profor polio; past masters were
Joyce drew a detailed picture and fourth step in. “Know Your
-----------------old. It is estimated that the duction, adds Corbett. Everyone
equipment auto accessories is Service crops specialist, Univershowing tree structure.
Sewing Machine” was taken up.
birds will be liquidated at the rate Of the 18 top contestants in the recognized and Pleasant Valley
Feb. 15 Deadline
won by having three past and one rising steadily. For example, the , sity of Maine.
Dianne Cunningham
demon
of seven per cent a month. Un- 1956 New England Green Pastures
Hope
active master present. Master study shows an overwhelming in-' ®°*1 tests by the Maine Agriculless the Kansas price for fowl is Contest put up grass ailage to help
It was voted to sell seeds at strated how to make chocolate For ACP Program
far higher than the Maine price,1 cut milk production costs. Grass Annie Nye was 'presented a prize crease in orders for automatic tural Experiment Station show the last meeting of the Hopeful cake which was served for re
for her Grange. Grange theme
that, although many tons of lime Homemakers, and to use the freshments.
The initial sign up period for
the meat return will be around 30 silage makes milk.
transmissions. The new Torquefor the year is: "Bells” and the
are used each year, the amount money to buy cooking supplies.
Union
cents a bird. A seven per cent
So, says Corbett, plan to fertiKnox and Lincoln County farmers
Flite is being ordered on 60.5 per
Pomona theme song, "Carillon,”
falls far short of needed levels.
The Junior girls made cookies
^replacement would mean an aver- lize and lime fields for highest
Anita Carroll, secretary of the to enroI1 in the 1957 Agricultural
cent of all 1957 models, while
was sung by all.
Mosher says that lime helps make and the senior girls learned how Sunny Bake, reports they are to
age of 118 birds at a cost of about yields of hay, pasture, and silage
PowerFlite is requested on 35.1
Conservation Program is now in
Jessie Heal, 11, of Camden gave
available
the
plant
food
in
the
soil.
to knead bread while the sewing make 4-H aprons to wear when
$2.00 each or $276.00 a month.
in 1957. Making milk economicala piano solo. Berla Wixson and per cent—making a total of 95.6 Not only that but it's very cheap
girls learned to use the tracing tney cook. For subject matter effect and will continue through
There are some other pretty im- ly will help make 1957 a profitGrace Fish presented a vocal per cent orders for automatic for the value received.
they made oatmeal drop cookies, Feb. 15. according to Mrs. Joan
wheel.
portant costs that are not men- able year for Maine farmers
transmission.
duet.
Mosher suggests that farmers
L. Powell, County ASC office man
and cleaned up afterwards.
tioned but they do have to come 1-----------------Standard
transmission
orders
Camden
Fifty members attended in the
take advantage of the Agricultural
ager.
out of the profit, namely taxes,
Camden
total
only
4.4
per
cent
in
contrast
_
..
_
..
The Sub-Teeners held a meeting
afternoon with others coming for
__
______ ___
Conservation
Program
(AGP)
Although farmers may enroll
insurance, electricity, supplies, Farm Operators
Kay Whittier, secretary of the
supper. The host lecturer, Carroll to 8.3 in 1956 and 13.2 in 1955.
lime to the limit, but not stop recently at the home of Mrs.
any time during the year, there
and depreciation of buildings and Must R&pOFt
Oil
Full-time
power
steering
is
Pine
Club
reports
after
having
re

Mitchell.
Their
community
proj

Report C
Wixson, had a nice program in
there. This lime is a very good
No mention is made of certain'
being ordered on one-third of all buy but so is that bought directly ect is for each girl to ask some el freshments of cookies and soda. may not be funds available for apthe evening.
the meeting was called to order Proval °f
requested
Workers1 Pay
Feb. 9, Pomona meets with 1957 Dodge cars, a sharp increase through
commercial channels. derly person what she could do for
after the initial sign up period.
poultry problems that we have to'
over
the
1955
figure
of
22.9
per
by
Karen
Goodridge.
“
Color
for
them.
Mrs.
Lucinda
Waterman
Owls Head Grange. All Scouts in
The increased yield which result
A farm contact will be made
consider with layers, caged or
Farm operators who have paid
Orders for power brakes will pay for the lime many times helped the girls sew on their You” was given by their leader,
the town of Owls Head are invited cent.
during this period by ASC com
not. The disease problem is al-, an^ farmhand as much as $100
i
have
increased
from
13.7
per
cent
Marjorie
Hoffses.
Samples
of
blouses.
Cocoa,
pop-corn
and
to be guests at 3.15 p. m. with
over, he explains.
munity committeemen to enroll
ways with us. Parasites are pos- in cash wages during the year
leaders Also, the youth commit | in 1955 to 21.9 on the current
Farmers who haven’t had their cookies were served for refresh cloth were tried on each member farmers in the program. It is,
sible, even in cages. There are 1956 must fiIc an employer's tax
to see what color would go with
tee will have a short program. I models.
soil tested in recent years would ments.
how’ever, still the farmer's re
bound to be a certain number of, return for agricultural employees.
Over 60 per cent of today's new b(1 wige tQ gct gampleg taken as
their eyes and hair.
Union
Rose
LeBlanc
will
give
a
talk
on
sponsibility to see that he is en
according to an announcement by
small and imperfect eggs.
car customers order radios, corn- early as possible this spring.
Each member is to bring her
Philip Doughty, secretary of
Lives Of Great Men.”
rolled. If a committeeman does
Mr. Klein tells us that that de George M. Field, district manager
pared to 48.2 in 1955. Dual rear Sampleg are euhmitted to the Soil the Coggan's Hill 4-H Club, writes, favorite recipe next time for a
not call before Feb. 10., farmers
Evening
Star
Grange
of
the
Augusta
office
of
the
Social
preciation rate of cages is quite
demonstration
on
using
a
cookie
antennas $re ordered on 30 per Testing Laboratory. Plant Science that the meeting was called to or
should either call on him or apply
The Jan. 7 meeting of Evening cent of today's cars; only 19.2 per Building
high. He reports that in Florida, Security Administration.
press will be the subject matter.
University of Maine, der by Craig Walker.
to the county ASC office in the
This return should be filed with Star Grange was postponed be
cages have been known to rust
cent requested them last year.
Orono. County agents at ExtenNorth Appleton
Warren
Rockland post office building,
out in three years. The cost of the District Director of Internal cause of inclement weather.
Demand for outside left mir- gjOn service offices throughout the
At a Christmas program that second floor.
Nancy Starrett told about the
Revenue,
Augusta,
by
January
31,
North
Knox
Traveling
Grange
the cages is $2,100.00 in the Kan
rors, an important safety feature, state have detailed information 4-H Contest at Orono which she was held the last of December.
The 1957 ACP is very similar to
sas plan. Cage replacement costs along with the Social Security will meet here at- thq next meet- has rlgen to 90 per cent on 1957 on goj] tegting They alg0 have
attended and explained the short Roy Jackson was presented with the 1956 program. Lime, super,
taxes on wages reported.
The ing Jan. 21.
can be quite an item.
as opposed to 35.4 per cent in fertility record books for farmers. cuts in cooking and the useful a sunshine box.
seeding practices, soil conserva
Another thing is that this is not return must show the name, So1955.
i
___________
White Oak Grange
Kenneth Butler demonstrated tion practices, 8-16-16 and 0-20-20
things in sewing.
I
a tested plan.
The setup calls cial Security number, and wages
Orders for windshield washers,
Extension Service work in
White Oak Grange met Friday
Mildred Gammon, leader of the how to build a outdoor shelter for fertilizer and forestry improve
for a three year contract with a paid to each farm employee whose evening. Jan. 11, with Mas’er too, have steadily increased from Maine is grouped under agricul- Warren Wonder Workers, gave a birds at their Jan. 5 meeting.
ment practices are included.
cash
wages
in
1956
amounted
to
local egg buyer at a minimum
23.5 in 1955 to 38 per cent for 1957. ture, homemaking, and youth judging contest on seams, each
Ruth Wiley in the chair.
The Club voted to donate to the
Committeemen
have
been
rate of 37 cents a dozen for grade $100 or more
The charter was draped in mem while back-up lights arc now through 4-H Clubs.
member taking part.
March of Dimes.
trained and are now contacting
Beginning
with
1957,
a
farm
A large eggs. After three years
ordered on 92 per cent in contrast
ory of Judson Benner.
North Warren
Rockland
all farmers enrolled in the 1956
operator is required to report the
what?
Lecturer Helen Castner present to 68 per cent in 1955.
Due to the illness of their lead
program.
Comitteemen
are:
Jeanne
Call,
president
of
the
wages
of
every
farm
employee
to
If the idea ia actually sound on
Modem automotive styling pro
ed a fine program and it was
er, the parents’ meeting of the Sananjueea 4-H Club called their Ralph C. Wentworth, Hope; Al
the basis of over $6,000 a year 1 whom he Pay« *150 or more cash voted to hold a fair this year.
bably accounts for the increased
White Oak was postponed until second meeting to order. Account bert Orff, Friendship, Alonzo
labor income from a flock of 1680 wa6es during 1957, or who works
whitewall tire
Next meeting January 25 will be popularity of
spring.
Appleton;
Harold
sheets and booklets were passed Meservey,
for
him
on
20
or
more
days
during
birds, it is certainly going to revo
followed by a public party to ! orders. Desmond says. Thus far.
The 4-H ring was presented to out. These five girl® are taking Watts. St. George; Frank Flagg,
lutionize the poultry industry. If 1957 on a time basis, regardless of benefit the Polio Drive.
; 78 per cent of all 1957 Dodges are
Linda Stimpson for her work in 15 projects.
Jefferson; John Dancet, Whitea poultryman can make that the total cash wages paid.
■---ordered with this important styling
1956.
field;
Charles Cross,
Cedar
Carol
Cross,
a
junior
volunteer
A
free
booklet
entitled
"Howmuch tending 1.680 birds where
the only remaining Farm and feature, while 59.9 per cent were j
Elsa Kigel demonstrated how at the hospital gave a report on Grove; Herbert Spear, Waldo
are we going to find men willing Does Social Security Affect Farm Home Week in New England.
ordered in 1955 and 60.2 in 1956.
to sprinkle, iron and then fold a her work there. It was voted to boro; William Bryant, Jr., Dam
to raise pullets for $2.31 each, or Families” may be obtained by
Heaters, the most popular op
In line w-ith the theme this year,
shirt with each member taking make sheets for the infants bed in ariscotta Mills or J. Malcolm
writing
to
the
Social
Security
Ad

for that matter, breeders to pro
“dedicated to better farm and tional item, are now ordered on
turns.
the maternity ward. Anne Peter Barter, Bremen.
ministration. Post Office Building,
duce the hatching eggs?
home living, the program will almost 98 per cent of 1957 models.
Next meeting will be held at son conducted a judging contest
Augusta
In fact, who would want to raise
A man who needs laws to save
place added emphasis on the vo Orders for glare-proof mirrors
Marion Wyllie's home,.
Mrs on kerchiefs.
breeders anyway unless the re
him from himself isn't worth
cational and cultural interests of have shown an amazing increase
Mattle Campbell will adjust the
Appleton
turns were far higher than they Reservations For
saving.
all Maine people, farmer, home to 90 per cent over the 1955 figure j
patterns for the 4-H dresses.
Betty Sprowl gave a report on
are now? One thing is certain,
of
15.5.
Plastic
steering
wheels
maker and urbanite alike.
Jefferaon
her trip as delegate to State Con
breeders will never be put in Farm-Home Week
are requested on 52 per cent of |
The Jefferson Eagles held
test at a recent meeting of the
single bird cages.
Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory the 1957 models in contrast to 36
meeting recently at the home of Appleton Boosters.
If it could be true that this plan Now Available
tests show that an auto collision per cent in both 1955 and 1956.
Mrs.
Eleanor
Wilson
and
voted
TARE A TIP FROM ME
The money they made selling
will produce a $3.25 a bird yearly
The high-powered Dodge D-500
to have parents night, Feb. 20.
Housing plans for the 50th an at only 17 m. p. h. can make a
candy
at the basketball games
profit, the plan would sweep the
child
in
the
back
seat
fly
forward
engine
has
been
ordered
on
7.1
“I'm a lodge member and U
Demonstration teams for that
nual Farm and Home Week at
OUT YO(/J
was used to buy 16 baskets of
country as fast as it could be or
to
the
instrument
panel
and
back
per
cent
of
the
current
models,
•■ways
falls
to
me
to
serve
Ml
•
night will be: Jon Chamblee and
the University of Maine are com
fruit for shut-ins.
ganized. The rush of new opera
to
the
seat
in
the
time
it
takes
compared
to
2.9
per
cent
in
1956,
committee.
That means wort
Charles Hunt on garden; Allen
plete. Professor Herbert A. Leon
The younger girls fringed their
tors into caged egg producing
the year the high performance ind lots of it, but I have nU thi
Holmes and Joe Jackson on wood
ard, program committee chair- to click the shutter of a camera.
luncheon sets and worked on their
would be so great that the whole
necessary
forms
and
letters
working, and Alvin Albert and
u .topple
. and, cer- man, announced today that room
aprons. The older girls worked
structure __
would
printed
at THE COURIER
Bradley Bryant on dairy.
reservations are open to everyon their dresses, skirts, and
tainly choas would result.
GAZETTE
which
helps
on
time
It
was
voted
to
send
a
dollar
to
one and that reservation cards
finished their pajamas.
I will admit that there probably
to say nothing of the wear and
the Polio Fund and to Care, also
have been sent to all guests who
be a modest profit for a well run
Union
to collect clothes for Hungary.
Aluminum CorrAjihdti6d, '
tear on me.
lived in dormitories during part
operation, but as Mr. Klein says
Maxey
Hannan
made oatmeal
10
Aluminum
Comb.
Windows
Plans
were
made
to
decorate
Slorm Window’s instajled
or all of the 1956 Farm and Home
“
They
have
•
new
antomatli
It looks like near a dollar a bird
the window at Jackson's store for cookies and punch at the last
session.
on yo.ur home. Ypu sa^e
press down there and can turn
1
Aluminum
Comb.
Door
meeting of the Rayol M. They
4-H week.
-•as much as 30 % on your
"The
expected increase in
>ut work in Jig time. ( recMn4-H Highlanders held a meeting worked on their projects and
fuel bill
registration for this 50th anniver
NEWCO • ROCKET 2 TRACK
mend IL"
check sheets. Next meeting will
at the home of Mrs. Campbell
Newport
sary event makes it desirable to
Regular $335.
NOW $289.
PRINTING OF QUAUTT
At roll call each member report be held on Jan. 26 at the home of
have room reservations made well
Poultry Co.
ed on their project and a discus their leader, Louise Hall.
By
in advance,” said Professor Leon
No Down Payment
sion was held on bicycles.
Uamdea
ard. Rooms may be reserved for
As Little As $9.36 per Month
WANTS LIVE POULTRY
Following the meeting they all
A discussion on having a dance
any night of the four-day program
The Courier-Gazette went skating.
HOME DEMONSTRATION WITHOUT OBLIGATION
Top Morfcot Prices Paid
was held at a meeting of the Sea
by writing William C. Wells,
Little and Hoffses
side Club. The president, Mary
North NoMeboiu
Call Rockland 1430-W; CRestwood 4-2686
Manager of Dormitories, Univer
For Fowl
Job Department
8andra Donnell called the meet Connell, appointed Linda Barker,
sity of Maine, Orono.
RICHARD F. LUFKIN. SupL
HOWARD KENNISTON
HIGH ST.
THOMASTON
ing of the Kiddie Kookers to or Debbie Buck, Leach and Anne
DICK BENNER, Buyer
The 1957 program will start on
TEL. 178-11
TELEPHONE 778
der Jan. 5. It was voted to send Sullivan on the committee.
WALDOBOBO, MAINE
Monday, April 1, and continue
120-S-tf

.. SPECIAL ..

29 GAY STREET

ToL TEmple $-SMl
87-8-U '

through Thursday, April 4. com
memorating the 50-year growth of
r

EAGLE-PICHER

22-af-tf

one dollar to the March of Dimes
Scrap books will he worked on

For a skating party. Mary Con
nell, Jessie Heal, Sena Leonard,

BUDGET

*rrTL

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Prison Inmates Donate To Polio Drive

Page Rve

Eureka Masonic Lodge Seats New Staff

The passing of George Foster May. I am taking it for granted
has given many of us a nostalgic that the Lincoln County Orchestra
sadness.
We recall the many will be the, “piece de resistance”
for this occasion—we hope so any
times he had come into our homes way.
to tune pianos—we recall his tall
• • •
spare figure and his meticulous
Whin writing James Keene’s
grooming, his quiet, gentle man name I was reminded of a review
ner. yet not lacking in a certain I read recently of a violin recital
wry humor. We recall the beauti given in Carnegie Hall (New
ful tones he brought from the York City) by 13-year-old Paul
piano—the combination of chords, Zukofsky. I speak of this since
the rippling cadenzas, the delicate the review in the New York Times
scales—and yet he said he ac brought out a definite contrast to
tually could not play the piano. James who even when playing re
But his music w-as lovely to the tains that lovely quality of youth,
ear. All this I have said without and naturalness and expression in
touching on his greatest asset— face and manner. Here is a por
his skill and ability for tuning. tion of the review about Paul Zu
Few matched his ability—certain kofsky :
New officers of the Eureka Lodge of Masons at St George took office Thursday night following In
ly no one in this area—and his
“A deadpan bundle of talent stallation ceremonies in the Masonic Hall in Tenants Harbor. Principals in the installation arc pictured
service to his clientele covered
made his debut in Carnegie Hall above. Left to right they are: Arthur Frieder, senior deacon; Richard Falla, senior warden; Dr. Edward
many years, always able, always
last night. He is Paul Zukofsky. H. Brown, muster; David Duncan of the Moses Webster Lodge of Vinalhaven. installing officer; Howard
faithful. It was a sad day when
Monaghan, retiring master; and llrnest Wilson, junior warden.
a 13-year-old violinist, who went
his age convinced him that he had
through a difficult program with
when teaching in the voice de
elusive property of police below
Phot* by McKeon to retire from the field—for even
Knox County March of Dimes Chairman P. Willard Pease shows a ship model to his five year old now he is not replaced, perhaps out turning a hair or moving a partment at the Hotchkiss School ALA Says Boston
the Mason-Dixon Line. In fact,
facial
muscle.
There
was,
indeed,
!
daughter, Doris, and her five year old playmate, Susan Packard, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Pack cannot be. I am certain all of us
and later at Yale University Had First Speed
the granddaddy of them all was
ard of 22 Grace street. The model is part of the articles surrouding the three which were manufactured
something
almost
frightening
located on Boston's staid Common
by prisoners at the Maine State Prison at Thomaston to be auctioned off at the Finnish-American dance who had association with Mr. Fos about the serious way the boy where the plays he coached, di
wealth avenue in the early spring
tonight at the Community Building. The articles include many household items, toys and valuable and ter will always remember him went through the music. Never rected and produced won perhaps Trap For Autoists
usable pieces open to bid. The items were made by individual prisoners over a period of time ur.d repre and treasure certain memories
the highest acclaim over any pre
of 1907 and it was directly respon
sent beautiful workmanship. The auction will be held between dances and during intermissions at the when he w'as in our homes and once did his face break into a viously presented there. And.
The infamous southern speed- sible for the formation of the
smile or a shadow of any emotion
dance and all proceeds from the sales will go toward the Knox County March of Dimes drive.
trap. which has long plagued Automobile Legal As-ociation, now
drawing sweet music from the
cross it. He is rather thin and too, we know that he has been ac
northern motorists heading for celebrating its 50th anniversary.
piano he had come to tune.
tive
in
summer
theatre
in
various
at the gangling age, and one had
formal ceremonies are planned
Florida, was not always the exMay he rest in peace!
parts
of
this
country
the
past
few
ST. GEORGE CENTRAL SCHOOL
Looking back through old rec
the uncomfortable feeling that a
for Monday as the building is not
* * •
years.
ords, Philip C. Thibodeau, gen
little
automaton
was
on
stage,
yet
completed.
Such
an
event,
(Continued Prom Pace One)
day will be about 60 pupils from
• • •
I am indebted to Hugh Benner
Candlelight Christmas Concert. eral manager of the A.L_A., said
moving his arms in the correct
The six classrooms are located the two-room school at Port however, will be held in the for a complete list of the memFrom
the
University
of Maine Miss Libby is also director of the that any motorist travelling along
I
responses.
What
made
the
simi

weeks
to
come.
three on each side of a 10 foot Clyde, which was built 10 years
bers of the Lincoln County Or
comes the announcement of their Junior Choir which sang “I Saw Commonwealth Avenue in 1907 at
Crockett gave much credit to chestra, for the requests to show larity all the more compelling was
wide hall which runs the length ago at a cost of $22,000. They
Three Ships” and "Now At Thy more than eight miles per hour
that the playing was remarkably ! following musical offerings:
of the building. Pastel colors w'ill represent grades one through individuals and organizations who such a list have been several since
Feb. 17: Earle Melendy, violin Manger” as a part of the concert. was considered to be "speeding.”
accurate
and
remarkably
lifelessI
contributed
time
and
materials
to
have been used in decorating with six.
the Pops Concert. So here it is: !
Thibodeau related that his father,
... He is the material of which ist. April 14: Brass Ensemble.
Director: Ernest Lippman, New
combinations varying from gray
Also. 26 in the first four grades paint out the interior of the build
I was gladdened by a little visit Attorney William A. Thibodeau,
great violinists are made. But May 5: Ensemble Groups.
ing.
The
small
amount
of
work
castle.
and green to lemon and pecan from the school at Clark Island
about his musical capabilities I These concerts are given on from Phil Wentworth during his was asked by a group of motorists
remaining to be done is in the
Violins: Gabriel Winehenbaugh,
and buff and pecan.
and 25 in five grades from Wileys
there remains some doubt. Hard Sunday afternoon at 4 o’clock in brief visit home at holiday time. to fight this infringement of what
painting
field
and
will
be
com

Waldoboro: James Keene, New
Other rooms include a janitor’s Corner School. Students now in
ly ever did he phrase or color in the main lounge of the Memorial I was eager to hear about his few rights the motorist had in
pleted
shortly.
castle; Henry Lutter. Waldoboro;
supply room.
general school the lower grades in the St. George
a manner to suggest that the Union, under the auspices of the European trip of last summer but those days.
Bus Schedule
Marion Lgint, Camden; Shlinley
supply room, boys and girls High School building will move
there was too little time to hear
Department of Music.
The result was the formation of
The following time schedule will Brawn, Camden; Bertha Luce, music meant anything to him . . .
toilets, and a principals office ad to the new school.
I believe there is no admission anything but the highlights. I the Automobile Legal Association
Yet everything he did was correct
be
in
effect:
Wallston
bus
leaves
Rockland;
Elsie
Lee,
Waldoboro;
joining the classroom in which
Mrs. Aune Bragdon will serve
asked him what city or place im and the enactment of legislation,
—a tribute to sound teaching and charge.
the principal will teach.
as principal and teacher of Grade Wallston at 7.15 for school by way Florence Matthews. Damariscot coaching. What was disconcert
• • •
pressed him the most but for the proposed by the new ALA to have
A heating plant sufficient to 6. On her teaching staff will be: of the Ridge Road on the usual ta; Dr. Louis Benson, Pleasant ing was that he appeared to do
Dr. Harrison Keller, president of life of me I cannot recall it. I do all such fines paid to the State
schedule.
Point;
Priscilla
Perkins,
Wool

care for future additions is in a Mrs. Esther Frieder, Grade 1;
everything by rote.” And so on. the New England Conservatory of remember that he loved Rome, instead of the town of city. The
Port Clyde bus arrives at Light wich; Nicole Kimball. Waldoboro;
basement area under the kitchen Mrs. Arlene Holman, Grade 2;
Music, has announced the receipt Now he is back in New York, has ALA further discouraged policeand is w'alled off with cement and Mrs. Lelia Armstrong. Grade 3; house load at 8.05, swings left by Julia Barter, Waldoboro; June
Among the clippings Mertie of a gift of $200,000, from Mrs. a church position and at the mo- traps in small towns and in
Strong.
Damariscotta.
cinder block sidewalls and ceil Mrs. Orel Ward. Gjrade 4; Mrs. way of the factory road returning
Hemenway sends me from New John D. Rockefeller, Jr., for the ment is making appearances with other states by weekly bulletins
Violas: Barbara Shelton, Wis
ing. The hot water system is con Adrea Thorbjornson. Grade 5; to Route 131 at the Post Office,
York and which I enjoy so much Conservatory’s Endowment Fund the famous French chanteuse giving locations of traps. The Ascasset;
Dorothy
Washington,
turns
down
the
Horse
Point
road
trolled by thermostats in each Merrill Minzey is custodian of the
Mrs. Rockefeller was graduated Edith Piaf with whom he toured sociation even stationed men at
was one in the latest ’’batch" of
North Edgecomb; Violet Evans.
and returns to the new school.
classroom.
building.
particular interest. It covers a with highest honors from the Con a year or more ago.
strategic points with umbrellas, on
West
Southport.
Wiley's
Corner
bus
will
leave
10
Entering the new school Mon
Superintendent Crockett said no
drama “The Firstborn" by Chris servatory as a piano soloist. She
Incidentally I note from Doro- which were lettered the words
Cellos:
Dr.
Eugene
Tavemmer.
minutes earlier from the South
Boothbay; Carl Webster. Pleasant topher Fry, as presented in a con was known as a pianist under her thy Kilgallen's entertaining col-; "Speed Trap”. The umbrella was
Thomaston line, 740.
cert reading under the direction maiden name, Martha Baird, both umn “Voice of Broadway" that opened to the motorist's vievf
Spruce Head bus will be on the Point; Alphonse Shelton. Wiscas of E. Martin Browne (who direct
KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
in this country and in Europe, Piaf is writing her autobiography when approaching a trap and
set;
Dorothea
Barter,
Waldoboro;
usual schedule.
ed the premiere of this drama for where she was soloist with the —has completed two chapters and closed after the warning had been
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Beginning Monday, hot lunches Mabel Brackett, Boothbay Har England’s Gateway Theatre close
London Philharmonic Orchestra.
the title is to be "The Lady Wears given.
will be served to all pupils of the bor.
to a decade ago) in Kaufman Con
The current gift is in addition to Black.” Miss Kilgallen says that
NOTICE OF QUALIFICATION OF DIRECTORS
“Nowadays”, Thibodeau said,
Flutes:
Dr.
C.
Harold
Jameson,
first six grades only. As soon as
cert Hall of the You g Men’s and an earlier one in excess of $25,000 already three cinema companies "a letter to the Chamber of Com
Camden;
Sylvia
Welty,
Boothbay
the additional kitchen equipment
I, CHARLES T. SMALLEY, Clerk of the Knox County
Young Women’s Hebrew Associa made in 1954, and brings to nearly are bidding for the screen rights— merce saying that the ALA travel
installed to care for the students Harbor.
Trust Company, hereby certify that at the annual meet
Clarinets:
Nancy
Vaughn. tion lat Lexington Avenue and a quarter of a million dollars the and — I quote — "If Edith tells counsellors are avoiding that town
the
high
school
building,
from
92nd Street). The production was gifts from this generous benefact all, it will be a vivid story, in on routings prepared for members
ing of its stockholders held January 8, 1957, the
seventh through 12th grades, hot Boothbay; Cleveland Page. Dam sponsored by the organization s
ress. who is a trustee of the Con deed!"
following stockholders were elected as members of the
ariscotta;
Gail
Stuber,
Boothbay
is usually sufficient to eliminate
lunches will be made available to
• • •
Alumni Association as a tribute servatory.
Harbor.
the trap.”
Board of Directors for the ensuing year, and have quali
every student wishing to partici
• • *
Alice Farnsworth — now Alice
Trumpets: Dr. Lawrence Shes- to the late illustrious Aline Bern
fied as such by taking the required oath of office:
pate.
It is true that Christmas is quite Farnsworth Boffetti — who so de
ler. Thomaston; Henry Jackson. stein. whose contribution to the
Too bad the fault finder can't
art of the theatre’s scenic design a way back of us now, but I know lighted her hearers when soloist find time to practice on himself.
Glen Cove.
Charles H. Berry
John H. McLoon
•♦♦♦♦♦♦OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOa
it will interest many in this sec at one of Chester Wyllie’s con
Oboe: Ethel Durant, Portland. will be long remembered.
Putnam P. Bicknell
Herbert C. Newbegin
What gives this particular in tion, particularly in Rockport, to certs some years ago, was a solo
Timpani:
Lyndon Plummer.
William K. Bicknell
Grevis F. Payson
terest—and local, too—is that At know that Miss Katherine Libby, ist in Handel's “Messiah” as pre
North Edgecomb.
John C. Creighton
Morris B. Perry
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
Piano: Katheryn Rumsey, East wood Levensaler appeared in the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Everett sented by the Handle and Haydn
role of Aaron.
Naturally we’d Libby of Manchester, N. H., (for Society. I liked what the Boston
E. Clifford Ladd
Earle C. Perry
Boothbay.
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
This list will enable us to feel like to know more about Atwood’s merly of Rockport) was soprano Herald had to say of the soprano
Albert C. McLoon
George H. Thomas
First Choice Used Cars
a little more acquainted with the present theatrical activities. We soloist in the Cantata “The Story in its advance notice - “The active
CHARLES T. SMALLEY, Clerk.
TEL. 720
ROCKLAND orchestra personnel when the next have known for a long time that of Bethlehem" (Spence) when pre career of Alice Farnsworth Bof
RT. 1, NEW COUNTY RD.
Pops concert takes place which I the theatre is his real love. And sented at St. Paul’s Methodist fetti, soprano, has proven the faith
Rockland, Maine, January 17, 1957.
104-tf
hear is tentatively planned for that he scored no small success Church in her home city as a of the board of government of the
Handel and Haydn Society who
introduced her to Boston audiences
in the performances of Parker's
famous work ‘Hora Novissima' 10
Treat Your Home To
years ago. During these 10 years,
Top Performance
Mrs. Boffetti has appeared as so
Sharp, clear TV images; statio-!
prano soloist with the Society in
free radio reception . . . these]
more performances than any other
watching and listening pleasures!
artist in its history.”
are yours when yoo rely on as]
for prompt, efficient servi
Mrs. Boffetti is a graduate of
and repairs.
the New England Conservatory of
Music, and as a recipient of the
Richards
Beebe Scholarship of the Conser
vatory, she completed a year’s iRadio - Television]
study in Italy. It was in Bergamo
SALES and SERVICE
she was married to Attilio Boffetti,
Shocked at the thought? Then learn how honest, everyday men and women
THOMASTON!
hotel director. Both Mr. and Mrs. rl«7 MAIN 8T.
I Day Phone 151-d - Nights, 151-3]
Boffetti
now
make
their
home
in
are stealing years of life from others in highway traffic accidents.
131-8-tfl
this country.

Ellery T. Nelson Inc.

SERVICE

HOW MUCH WOULD YOU STEAL
IF YOU HAD THE CHANCE?

Every day, scores of men and women get into their

Is there any way to stop it? Yes.

cars, drive off—and end up with the brutal knowledge

FIRST-Drive safely and courteously yourself. Observe

that they killed someone in a highway traffic accident!

speed limits and warning-signs.

Chances are, not one of those people would de

liberately disobey a “No Trespassing” sign—or open

SECOND—Insist on strict enforcement of all traffic laws.

a door marked “No Admittance.”

Traffic regulations work for you, not against you.

Yet these same honest people consciously ignore
stop-signs—and refuse to observe posted speed limits.

NEED MONEY?
To start the year right—

Where traffic laws are obeyed, deaths go DOWN!

gel $25 to $1500 la 1 DAY
PAY ALL OLD YEAR BILLS AND TAXES.
TOO. Spread the cost over a number of months.
MEDICAL AND DENTAL EXPENSES for
the entire family. Glasses, dentures, regular
medical and dental care
all can be financed.
FOR ANY DESIRE OR EMERGENCY there
is a sensible plan.

Where traffic laws are strictly enforced, deaths go DOWN I
In city after city, day after day, it's been proved over
and over again—

The almost unbelievable result is that, this year

alone, nearly 42,000 men, women—and children —
will be crushed, broken and killed in traffic accidents,

according to the present mounting rate!

INHERE

traffic

LAWS

OBEYED - DEATHS GO

are

UK

INSURANCE

JOHN

DOWN'

HANCOCK

AT NO

MUTUAL

AODITIONAl COST
LIFE

INSURANCE

THROUGH

COMPANY

*-------«xive nrvw
™“ I,

359 Main Street
>mm4 EIm,

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL SAFETY ORGANIZATION

—

AUv* lilrtll l’» Jmrtry

Stara

Phone: 1720

Published In an effort te save liver

A

in ci
The A-lver isinp
The Nation^ Safety

©

PUBLIC FINANCE
CORPORATION

OP ROCKLAND
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Port Clyde Couple

THOMASTON
Hews and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent

or telephoned to
MRS

GEORGE NEWBERT

Mrs. Josephine Stone leaves today for South Chatham, Mass.,
where she will join her brother
and sister-in-law. Mr. and Mrs.
Harold E. Watts. They will leave
immediately for Sarasota, Fla.,
for a month’s vacation.
Polio injections will be given to
the students at the high school and
the Green Street School Tnuisday
afternoon by Dr. Verla Worthing
and Dr. Frederick Dennison. Dr.
Hugo Hochschild attended at the
clinic at the Lura Libby School
last Tuesday ot which time 137 injections were given. He was assisted by Town Nurse Mary B.
Gay Halliday, Mrs. D.iold Hocking and Mrs. George Newbert
Tuesday morning of next week Dr.
Hochschild, assisted by the town
nurse, will give injections to those
ol the afternoon class of the subprimary and those who were absent at the time of the last clinic.
—
, ..
, n „ c-.
Rev. and Mrs. John B. S. Fitz. .
,,
,,
patnek have returned from Bos

the
Rockland
Courier-Gazette
snowed slides and spoke of inte({ration in the southern part of the
country. At the business meeting
the executive board was appointed to look into a possible future
scholarship for a high school stud«’»‘ Also a discussion of a road
,,e*n» built to the Lura Libby
School was held. Mrs. Hazel CarrolI'« third k'ad‘’ *°n ‘he attendaIice ><»"«>er. Refreshments were
seived by the mothers of the third
Krade children.
-Ml and M,HLstrsen entertained at a lobster dinner party
Wednesday night to benefit the
Pol‘° fund M™- (jfiarles Albano
‘--..-ted
Mrs. Larsen.
Movies
taken by Mi. Lai sen on his various triPa
a11 Palta “I the world
»» «*<»»"• Gt**8'3 »'™: Judge
and Mri Alfred Strout, Dr. and
Mrs. E. R. Moss, Mr. and Mrs.
Beniah Harding, all of Thomaston,
ind Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Ladd of
Rockland,
I

ton,

HIGH 8T„ TEL. 156-fl

-Mrs. Dorr Guest of Honor

Tuesday-Thunday-Saturday

jlttcnb ijouv Clmrai

Wed Fifty Years

Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Hup
per of Port Clyde celebrated their i St. John the Baptist Episcopal, be conducted at 11 a. m. with the
50th wedding anniversary with an I Church. Thomaston: Holy Com- adult choir singing and the pastor
open house for relatives held at j munion every Sunday at 8 a. m., preaching on the sermon subject .
preceded by morning prayer at j "Fishers of Men;" Carol Choir’
their home recently.
The couple were married Jan- 7.40 a. m. Sunday School every! will rehearse at 5.15 p. m.; Junior!
uary 4. 1907. at North Middleboro. Sunday at 10.30 a. m. except first B Y F. will meet at 6 p. m.;
Mass , and have resided in their Sunday of the month. Morning Senior B.Y.F. will meet at 6 p. m.
piesent home at Port Clyde for Prayer and Family Service first in the Fidelis classroom; evening
the past 36 years.
Sunday of each month for parents, service will be conducted at 7.15
Mr. Clyde, now 78. is stillae- ' children.
A warm invitation
is P- nl Sunday. The pastor will,
tiveas a lobsterfisherman,
an extended to everyoneto attendeentinue the messages on
the
occupation he has followed all his this service. Communion break- “Falth Chapter."
a, 9o a.a m.
a. each
aaah Sunday at
ot
Troop 243 will meetat 6.30 p. m. , I
life. ...
His wife is now 71 years ol fast at
Monday; prayer hour is on Tuesage.
; Knox Hotel.
i ilay at 7 p. m.; adult choir will
Two large anniversary cakes
• • •
rehearse at 8 p. m. Tuesday. Lawere baked by Mrs. Elsie HupWorship aervlcea for members
1 dies’ Aid will meet nt the home of
per and Mrs. Lillian Hupper for of The Church of Christ will be
Mrs. Harry Chase on Brewster
the occasion.
conducted at 3 p. m. Sunday in
j street.
Mrs. Chase and Mrs.
The couple, both born in Port Grand Army Hall, on Limerock
Gregory will serve as hostesses;
Clyde and have resided there all street. Evangelist Dwaine Evans
Farnham Class will meet at 7
their lives. They have four chil- of Augusta will lead. All visitors
p. m. Wednesday at the church
dren living: Asahel Hupper of welcome.
and board of trustees of the
Port Clyde, Mrs. Mildred Watts
church will meet at 7 p. m. Fri-1
of Thomaston, Ralph Hupper of
St. Bernard’s Rockland, Sunday
. . .
Warren and Clarence Hupper of Masses, 8 and 11 a. m. St. James’
At Owls Head Baptist Church:
Port Clyde. They have five liv Thomaston, 9 a. m.; Our Lady of Morning worship, Sunday, 8.45
ing grandchildren and eight great Good Hope, Camden, 9.30 a. m.; a. m.; Church School, 10 a. m.; I
grandchildren.
J Confessions at St. Bernard’s, Sat B.Y.F., 6 p. m. and prayer hour, I
urday at 3.30 and 7 p. m. Daily Thursday, 7.30 p. m.
i Mass at 6.45 a. m.
♦ ♦ »

Grace Chapter, OES. will ohMrs. Marilyn Reynolds Dorr was
St. Peter’s Episcopal Church
serve Grand Family Night tonight, guest of honor at a bridal shower
Order of Services: Pariah Com
Mrs. E. Douglas Brooks will en- given Tuesday night at the home
munion and Sermon, 930 a. m.;
tertain the grand officers, their I of Mrs. Luther Glidden. She re
Communion
Breakfast,
1030;
escorts and members of Grace ceived many useful gifts. ReChurch School. 11.00. Weekdays.
Chapter at her home on Knox freshments weer served with table
Mass, Tuesday, Thursday and Fristreet from 4 to 5 o’clock. Supper eenterpiece being a three tiered
1 day at 730 a m., Wednesday,
will be served at the Masonic wdding cake made by Mrs. Donna
When making oat your will reTemple at 6 o'clock with Mrs. Reynolds. Guests were: Mrs. Mer- member yoar church and yoar 6 a. m.
• • •
Leila Smalley, Mrs. Edgar Libby ton Newbert and Larry Newbert hospital.
How spiritual understanding of
and Mrs. Guy Lermond serving. of North Waldoboro, Mrs. Kendall j-----------------God as divine Life brings strength
The meeting will begin at 8 Teague, Mrs. Paul Walter of Wal-: JAMES E. Khl.I.El
I Jatne« E. Kelley. 79, of Cam- and freedom will be brought out
o'clock. Grace Chapter officers doboro.
Mrs. Inez Libby of Warren. Mrs. I brid*e’ Mase’ dled J‘“’ U « 0,8 Sunday at Christian Science serv
wear colored or white evening
ices.
Hazel Bartlett, Mrs. Harriet Bar- VetPrans Administration Hospital
gowns.
Scriptural selections in the Les
in Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kontio of hour and Mis. Marian Melvin of
son-Sermon on "Life" will include
He
was
bom
in
Bangor,
Aug.
24,
Bangor are visiting her parents. Rockland; Mrs. Alice Glidden, Mrs.'
~
1877, son of James E. and Ellen the following from John (17:3):
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark, over Elinor Eaton, Mrs. Theodore Gu•'And this is life eternal, that they
toski,
Mrs.
Louise
Reynolds,
Mrs.
1
^lley
the weekend.
He was a veteran of the Span might know thee the only true
The Baptist Youth Fellowship Wesley Reynolds, Mrs. Mary Prior,'
ish American War. For over 40 God, and Jesus Christ, whom
has completed its project of rais- Mrs. Eva Williamson, Mrs. Chris..
4tl_
„
years he worked for the Eastern thou hast sent.”
ing money for choir robes and tine Glidden, Mrs. Albert Pease,
The Golden Text is from
®
„
Steamship
Company.
11 mvn 11
M
ik donrero
those who have not InennJ
turned in
in IVioir
their Mrs
Mrs. TPunnlf
Frank Hfi
Hallowell,
Mrs.
George
I Mr. Kelley is survived by his Proverbs .16:22): ’’Understanding j
money or unsold cookbooks are re- Reynolds. Miss Norma Clark, Miss
widow, Marion Conpry Kelley, a is a wellspring of life unto him
quested to bring same at the BYF Dolores Whitten, Miss Priscilla
ght(>r Mrg VirgJnja
of that hath It.”
meeting Sunday evening.
Ring, David Glidden and Sher- Carnbli<lf[c
tw0
stpp-children,
Sunday services at 10.30 a. m.;
Elder George Woodward was the wood Reynolds, all of Thomaston. Mrg Evelyn Smith of Thomaston Sunday School at 10.30 a. m.. and ;
guest speaker on the program
Church News
and Edward Petrie of Dorchester Wednesday night services at 7.30.
“Thought For the Day’’ over Sta
Federated Church School Sun Mass., and several grandchildren
tion WRKD on Friday morning.
Funeral services were held in
Worship at the Pratt Memorial
day morning at 9 45 with Mrs. Karl
Guy Lermond of Boston is Stetson, superintendent. Church Cambridge, Jan. 15 at the. A. E. j Methodist Church will be at 10.30.
spending the weekend at his home service of worship at 11 o’clock Long Funeral Home with Dr. Lea- The pastor will preach on the
on Main street.
with Rev. John A. Morrison bring mon officiating, and also in Rock- theme "Gods Fqith in HumaniStarting Monday, the students of ing the message. Junior Youth land Jan. 16 at the Davis Funeral I ‘Y’’- Anne Davis wil1 PIay a Prothe sub-primary grade who have Fellowship meets at 7 o’clock and Home with Rev. Edward T. Bar- «ram of organ music made up or
been attending class in the after-|th(. S(.nj0[. Youth Fellowship at 6 ram officiating. Interment will be ( "DeProfundis" by Bartlett. "Ave
Verum” by Novello, and "Praise
noon will now attend morning ses o’clock.
Monday, the following in Aehorn Cemetery in the spring.
Ye The Lord of Hosts” by Saintsions. Those in the forenoon group committee will meet at 7.30 at the
will attend in the afternoon.
Thursday, prayer and Saens. The choir will present the
church to draw up a set of by Moore.
The PTA met Thursday evening laws for the church: Earl Melgard, praise service at 7 o’clock fol anthem, "Peace I Leave With
You” by Roberts, and C. Eugene
at the Lura Libby School with a Dr. Laurence Shesler, Forrest lowed by choir rehearsal.
good attendance. Sidney Cullen of Grafton, Forest Stone, John EgerMass will be celebrated at St. DeGroff will sing "Behold, What
Manner of Love" by MacDermid.
ton, Mrs. Richard Woodcock and James’ Catholic Church Sunday
The Church School will meet at 11
morning
at
8
o
’
clock.
1 Miss Helen Studley. Tuesday, the
SOCIAL DANCE
o'clock for study and fellowship.
Morning
prayer
service
at
St.
Acorn Grange Hall, Cushing ' Friendly Circle meets at 730 at John’s Episcopal Church Sunday The Youth Fellowship meets at 5
1 the home of Mrs. Ethel Burgess.
o’clock for its meeting. Rose
SATURDAY - 8.30 to 12.00
Refreshments will
be served. morning at 7.40 followed by Holy
Marie Mallburg will conduct the
Mnsic by llawaiianaires
Communion
at
8.
Sunday
school
Wednesday, Boy Scout Troop 215
Donation Mir
devotions,
and Arthur Stilphen
6-S-tf meets at 7 o’clock. Friday, Cub at 10.30.
will preside and introduce the
Sunday
School
at
the
Assembly
. Scout Pack 215 will hold its month
speakers, Ralph Clark and Leroy
ly meeting at 7 o’clock in the of God Church Sunday morning at Chatto.
10
o
’
clock
followed
by
worship
ser

vestry.
The Boy Scouts meet on Mon
LAST TIMES SATURDAY
Sunday School at the Baptist vice at 11 with Rev. Robert Dick day night at 7 o'clock for Scout
' Church Sunday morning at 9.45 inson as pastor. Christ Ambassa ing, and the Girl Scouts will meet
k AMLAMO(Z*r peaaare a
DEAN
JERRY
I followed by service of worship at dor Young People meets at 6 on Tuesday afternoon at 3.30 for
MARTIN LEWIS) 11 o’clock with Rev. John B. S. o'clock followed by the evening their program. Adequate leader
HOLOAMOODorBUST | Fitzpatrick bringing the message, serve at 7. Wednesday evening ship is provided for both groups.
.HAL WALLIS —-~
i BYF meets at 6 o’clock followed service at 7.30 o’clock.
The Bible group will meet on
TKMuieoioR © mutow
i by evening service at 7 o’clock
Tuesday evening at 7.30. We
with Rev. Fitzpatrick as speaker.
shall study Isaiah 15. 16,17. All
Monday, Beta Alpha meets at the
members of the parish are wel
rwcxuw
• chuich at 7.30.
Mrs. William
come to this service. The Wo
MAM
(ra.«) i Towers will speak, show souvenirs
men’s Society will meet on
i and slides of Japan. Refreshments
Thursday night at 8 o'clock at
will be served by Mrs. Leila Smal
the home of Thelma Stanley.
SUNDAY - MONDAY
♦ ley, Mrs Carolyn Whitten, Mrs.
Grace Lurvey will conduct tm
devotions, and Lorita Bicknell is
ii Sunday Continuous from 3 « i Blanche Lermond and Mrs. Doro
to be the speaker. The hostesses
"Mon. Mat. at 2-Eve. 6.30-8.30* thy Libby. Wednesday, the Mis
sion Circle will meet at 2 o’clock
are: Lena Stevens, Norma Sim
, at the home of Miss Christine
mons and Margaret Simmons.
The junior choir meets on Fri
day afternoon at 3.30 for its week
ly rehearsal, and the senior choir
SUN. - MON. - TUB.
will rehearse in the evening at 7
SUNDAY: 3.00 to 10.30
o’clock. Fourth Quarterly Con
DAILY: 2.00—6.30—8.30
ference will be held on March 14
at 6 o’clock.
• • •
The J(nta Plays
The South Thomaston Methodist
The Hottest Game In The West
i Church will hold its worship serv
With Four Queens!...
ice at 3 o'clock. The pastor wil'
preach on the subject, "God’s
Faith in Humanity”. The Church
School will meet at 2 o’clock for
the study of the Bible. All mem
bers of the parish are asked to
notice this change in time for the
Church School and the worship
service and co-operate with the
| new plan.

BITUAKY

Services at the Church of the
Nazarene are as follows: Sunday
School. 9.45 a. m.; Morning Wor
ship, 11 o'clock; Young People's
meeting, 6 p. m.; arid evening
service at 7 o’clock. The mid
week prayer meeting will be Wed
nesday, 7 p. ni., at the parsonage,
16 Maverick street. The Caravan
groups will meet Tuesday at their
appointed places.
• • •
At the First Baptist Church the
Sunday School will meet at 9.30
a. m. still striving to exceed last
year’s average attendance at this
time of 329. The pastor, Rev. Ed
ward T. Barram, will have as his
sermon subject in the 10.45 wor
ship service, "The Doctrine of the
Holy Spirit”. The Senior Ambassadors and Early Teen-agers will
have ,a combined meeting at 5.45
on missions, including the show
ing of the film strip, “‘What
Makes a Missionary”. Following
thP Pra>'Pr timp at «’4S’ ,hp even
ing service will open at 7 with
a hymn-sing. In the broadcast
period at 7.30 over WRKD music
will be by the choir and vocal
duet, and the pastor will continue
his messages on the book of
Philippians with the subject, "To
Me To Live Is Christ”.
During the week, meetings will
be as follows: Monday, the Colo
nist Pioneer Girls at 6.30; Tues
day, the Golden Hour of Prayer,
Praise, and Bible Study at 7.30;
Wednesday, the Women’s Associa
tion at 2. the Pilgrim Pioneer
Girls at 3.30, the Explorer Pion
eer Girls at 6.30, the Stockade at
7, and choir rehearsal at 7.30;
Friday, the Junior Ambassadors
at 3.30; and Saturday, the Prayer
Hour at 7.30, and the Tri-County
Youth Fellowship in Belfast in
the Evangelical Bible Church.
• • •
At the Congregational Church,
Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor:
Morning Worship at 10.40, with
sermon by the pastor. Church
School classes for four year olds
through high school at 9, and for
two year olds through grade 9 at
1030.
Comrades of the Way
meet at 6.30.
Appointments for the week inelude: Monday, Girl Scout Troops
7 and 15 at 3, Boy Scout Troop 206
at 7; Tuesday, Girl Scout Troops
1 and 2 at 3, Shore Village Gals at
7.30; Wednesday, Senior Choir at
7 for rehearsal, and the Rounds
Group meets in the evening;
Thursday, the Diligent Dames
meet during the day, and the Girl
Scout Council meets at this church
in the evening; Friday, Junior |
Choir rehearses at 3.30, and the
monthly Pack Meeting of Cub
Scout Pack 206 convenes at 7.15.
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Dane Clark
“PORT OF HELL"
Tom Conway
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NOW AT REGULAR PRICES

“BABY
DOLL”

Frank Sinatra, Jean Simmons,
Vivian Blaine, Marlon Brando
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AU FOR THE CHURCH

didn’t feel any nearer to God.
And in that moment he learned the truth that
every soul must learn; religioi\ is not some outer
force that brings God close to a man. Religion is
man’s inner yearning which reaches up and dis

covers how near God is.
And so, from the example of his children, he
learned how to find the faith which had eluded him.
And, finding it, he returned to church to share with
other Christians the rich experience of worship
... to receive the spiritual gifts of Word and
Sacrament ... to serve Christ in the vital, chal
lenging work of the Church.
He knows that in church—or in a moonlit
iursery—God is near those who want Him near!

7he Church is the grealesl laclor on earth lor the budding ol
character and good citizenship. It
is a storehouse ol spiritual values
Without a strong Church, neither
democracy nor civilization can
survive
There are tour sound
masons why every person should
^attend services regularly and sup
port the Church
They are (1)
For his own sake
(2) For hi.
Children s sake
(3) For the sake
ol his commumly and nation. (4)
For the sake of the Church itsell.
which needs his moral and ma.
tenal support.
Plan to go to
B^'e'daT'0’”' OTd r'°d y°Ur

SMd.y . . .

Ch*P,‘,r3Ve:,,'e’

Monday . . Psalms
Tuesday
Isaiah
Wednesd’y Matthew
Thursday. Mark
Friday
Luke
Saturday.. James

ighl 1937, Kcittcr Adv. Service. Slrjtbury^ygj

Sponsored by

COFFIN'S CLOTHING

HOCKING GRANITE INDUSTRIES, INC.

Men’s and Boys’

GRANITE MANTELS FOR FIREPLACES
( lark Inland

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

G. H. ASTON & SONS

Member ol Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

410-412 MAIN STREET

TEL. 3

Visit Oar Luncheonette

PARK ST. MOTORS, INC.

MCDONALD'S
THOMASTON

MAINE

LINCOLN E. McRAE
INVESTMENTS

Stndebaker, Packard and Wlllys
Sales and Service

BOB'S RESTAURANT
19 PARK STREET-------72 MAIN STREET
Family Style Dinners Served Daily

ALBERT B. ELLIOT
INSURANCE

-

REAL ESTATE

WALTER MORSE
“FLOWERS”

Thomaston, Maine

LLOYD'S REXALL DRUGS
♦28

BOYINGTON'S SUNOCO
CAMDEN STREET

Prescription Specialists
MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

CARR'S WALLPAPER AND PAINT CENTER

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
ROCKLAND’S COMPLETE FAMILY STORE

ROCKLAND ESSO STATION
U-HAUL TRAILERS FOB RENT
Telephone 8004
John Carry, Prop.

CROCKETT'S FLYING "A" SERVICE
USED CARS AND GENERAL REPAIRING

Authorized Distributor of Dutch Boy Paints
586 MAIN ST.
TEL. 25-W
ROCKLAND

BRACKETT'S DRUG STORE
THOMASTON -

MAINE

THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
Member of Federal Reserve System

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

MARITIME OIL COMPANY

McCARTY'S DRUG STORE
YOUR FAMILY DRUG STORE

SUPERIOR GAS & OIL CO., INC.
ESSO PRODUCTS

STARR BROS., INC.

NEWBERT'S RESTAURANT

Clothing and Shoes
THOMASTON

SENTER - CRANE'S

RICHARDS' RADIO - T. V.

A QUALITY DEPARTMENT STORE

Sales and Service — Home Appliances
THOMASTON

BICKNELL MANUFACTURING CO.

INSURANCE

Rockland, Maine

REED'S WOOD SHOP
Come In and Look Aroond
ROUTE 1
SOUTH WARREN

LAMB'S DRY CLEANERS
SERVICE AS YOU WANT IT

STANLEY'S GARAGE
HUDSON — RAMBLER
Sales and Service

. . , but found it again when hr

received

complete

satisfaction

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.
46 Park Street

Telephone 806

WIRTHMORE FEEDS

at NEWBERT’S!

A. C. McLOON & CO.
Distributor Shell Gasoline. Range, Fuel Olla
Utility-Gas and Appliances

FROST & WILKINS, INC.

BOSTON-ROCKLAND TRANSPORTATION CO

RANGE AND FUEL OIL

Serving Nova Scotia, Boston, Belfast, Ellsworth
Yarmouth, Halifax, N. S.

t?’REMURANT

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSN.
Serving Knox County la Thrift and

: 'PLEASANT
• 306 MAIN (7,ref
>9 • Rockland
• P7/Z6o

8

4
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THE CHURCH FOR AU . . .

feel any nearer to God.”
One night he stepped into the children’s room
to kiss them good night. And suddenly he felt as
though he were in church. There was a pillowed
altar and a devout congregation in prayer. Yet he

W. C. LADD AND SONS

"GUYS AND DOLLS"
Cash Nite Saturday, $210

There was a man who had stopped going to
church because, he said, “Church doesn’t make me

Rockland. Maine

FRIDAY, ONE SHOW AT 7.15
SATURDAY AT 2.M-6J9-9JM
SUNDAY AT XM-7.15 P. M.

STARTS WEDNESDAY

p>l

RICHARDSON'S

At Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church: Church School meets at
9.45 a. m.; morning worship will

Camden Theatre

COUNTERPANE CATHEDRAL

ROBERT C BURNS
Concrete Vaults and
485 Old County Bd.
Phoz

I4»

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, Jonuory 19, 1957

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SEILING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 rents
for each line, half price each additional time nsed. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads'* so called. I. e., advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office
for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
A name shonld appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classifies -ds will be accepted without the rash and no book
keeping will be maintained tor these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms nr individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

MISS DORIS KYLER
Telephone OTeVtw^Mft office
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home

at the Baptist Church Sunday j
morning. Church School at 11.10
a. m. Rev. Sterling Helmer will
have for his topic, for the 7 p. m.
^rvice “Reading the Bible.” The
Wednesday evening Prayer serv> e will be in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Wyllie. The Youth
Gioup will meet Saturday evening.
the Second Congregational
Church Sundaay morning. Church
School
is‘ at 9’30
Rev. Cur1
du a m
111 riiv.
vur
tla C. Busby willtake
forhis sermon toPle' "Onr Mission In Life"
for the 10 30 a. m. woruhlp aervice. Nola April Mank, youngest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harlow
Mank. will be christened. Weather
permitting, the Youth Fellowship
will meet at the chapel, Tuesday.
Nancy Norwood. Nancy Starrett
and Judith Dillaway will be the
committee.

Page Seeel

spent Wednesday evening with
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Miller,
Mrs. Dora Whitney, Mrs. Sara
Tolman and David Creamer were
callers at Mrs. Florence Flandors.'.
Miss Glenys Miller of Gorham
spent the weekend with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Earle Miller.
__________ _

"
Monday evening will be the
regular stated meeting of St.
George Lodge. AF&AM
There
EAST WALDOBORO
will be a 6 30 supper served by
Mr. an(j Mis. Clifford Allen of
Ivy Chapter. The third degree
i>
Rockland were Tuesday supper
Rockland
will be conferred upon one candigUf.s„
j o JameMn.H
'la"'
Henry OifT, Mrs. Edna Oiff.
The Evening Extension Group
x|If.n creamer and Mr.. Elizabeth
met with Mrs. Mary Erickson
Jenkins were weekend callers at
Jan. 15. Mrs. Ruth Wiley inMrs. Dora Whitney’s.
structed in cake decorating
The Odds and Ends Club met
The Day Extension Group met
with Mrs. Irma Mitchell in Rock
at the Auxiliary hall, for an all.
land Wednesday evening.
Re-1
day meeting, Tuesday, Jan. 15.
freshments were served.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Mrs. Mildred Harjula of Thomas
Mis? Beverly Claude of Cushing '
i
DO you need an electric range?
BOY’S Used Ice Skates for sale ton conducted the meeting, sub
visited with her cousins fur the |
ject
of
which
was
“
Better
Care
GE in good condition at a good size 5. $3. Tel THOMASTON 82
weekend
price. TEL 1158-R.
9-11
91
For Longer Wear.” Mrs. Harjula EAST WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Mank I
ONE Pair Heavy Duty Snow
LOOKING for an automatic took over for Mrs. Martha CampMr. and Mrs. Curtis Tolman i Hnd Bryant of North Waldoboro
Tires for sale, $25. TEL. 1354-W j washer? Bendix Economat in ex | bell, who was unable to attend the
Mr- Myrtle Castner, Grace and
after 5.
9*11 i cellent cond. Price right. TEL. training class. The care of fab and Linda of Wiscasset were Sat
urday
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eugene Castner of Waldoboro
9-11
1158-R.
rics. soaps, detergents, bleaches
Wesley Tolman.
called recently on Mrs. Anni Milj and water softeners were studied.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Achorn lp,‘ and family,
Inskde Briton lard in I860’*.
EGGS & CHICKS A letter was read by Mrs. Jerry were
supper guests at Michael
Edwin Mank. Mrs Margaret
• Kinney, from Principal Edgar
I tured in Penobscot County and
Matson and Edward were Sunday THOMASTON SCRAP BOOK
BABY Chicks lor sale. Maine- Lemke, thanking the group for Mitchell’s in Rockland Friday.
later waa sent to the Federal
U. S. Approved Pullorum and
Miss Dorothy Orff of Warren .-upper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
prison in Altanta. Ga.. as one of
Typhoid clean. I have two open their interest in the school and the was a weekend guest nt Fred Edwin Flanders of Newcastle.
MAKES
HISTORY
LIVE
date* for thr last of February and gift of the warm-up jacket* for th. Munroe’s.
'
hip crimes had been the robbery
t Harold Black. Jr., of Tenants
9-S-12 two in March. BYRON MILLS. basketball boys. Mis. Anne John• of a postoffice.
AS
EDITED
BY
LEE
MORSE
Earle
Miller
is
having
a
month
’
s
Harbor.
Earle
Reynolds
of
ThonxTORCHES for sale, can be used Waldoboro. Maine, Tel. TEmple stOn Mrs. Katheryn Jameson and leave of absence from his duties aston and J. Glaude spent one
These events live vividly in my
8-10 Mrs. Mary Atwood served the
By F. L. S. Morse
for thawing frozen water pipes 2-9334.
j memory because at the time I was
with the Maine Central Railroad ev. ning with Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
and for sweating copper fittings.
CLEMENTS
WHITE
LEG noon dinner which consisted of
like to powder all at once, he night editor of the Rockland Daily
Priwon News
Glaude. Mrs. Black and Mrs.
MORRIS GORDON and SON. 6 HORNS
pullet chicks grow lobster stew, tossed green salad Company in Rockland.
Leland Street.
7-9
Mrs. Sadie Glaude. Mr. and Reynolds were with Mrs. Camilla
Here are a few’ items from the dropped his Dupont and effected ‘ Star, which was published from a
_____ ________ quickly, economically into healthy. and strawberry shortcake and fix
I building situated on or very near
1953 PONTIAC 4-dr. for sale, j high producing layers.
Produce
Mrs. Joseph Glaude were at the Glaude.
Register, a newspaper which be his escape.
fully equipped, clean. Tel. THOM more eggs per bag of feed. Priced ings. The February meeting will Harold Blacks’ in Tenants Harbor
“At the time of firing, the guard j the present site of the Knox TheMiss Judy Bennett of South Wal gan publication at Mill River in
ASTON 210.
-12 reasonably. Maine-IT. S. Approved ■ be in Rockland at the Farnsworth Thursday evening.
supposed it was one of the con atre and each night handled the
doboro was a weekend guests of
1825. It was edited by Hezekiah victs, who had contrived to break fine stories on the escape, pur
BOY'S Hockey Skates for sale, Pullorum Clean. Also Red-Rocks Memorial at 1 o’clock, Feb. 12
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Benner,
Miss
Gladys
Miller.
size 6, used only a few times. (Black Pullets), Reds. Golden with Mis. Charlotte Smith, H.D.A
P. Coombs and published by Ed out of his cell, although he had a suit and probable whereabouts of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Munroe, Mrs. ! Sgt. and Mrs. Raymond Trank
TEL. 458-M after 6 p. m.
7*9 Crosses for eggs. White Rocks for conducting.
Members wishing
meat. Write CLEMENT CHICKS
Phyllis Russell and Austin Miller i of Fitchburg, Mass., were guests win Moody, and it had only two or few minutes before, examined the the fugitive, from the pen of the
transportation, call Mrs. Jerry
three years of existence. Bound cells and found all safe.”
late Hugh Augustus Merrill, who
INC., Route 33, Winterj>ort. M<-.
of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
All Size Tractor
volumes of the Register may be
(C) Kinney and members may invite
The Thomaston Recorder, a suc was known as Gus to his friends
Lloyd
Bean
for
the
weekend.
SERVICES
guests.
seen at th4> Public Library in cessor to the Register records an and who was a writer of ability
CHAINS
Mrs. Sadie Glaude, Joseph
TS Sgt. Robert E. Brooks of the
embarrassing situation in 1840. with a nose for news.
REAL
ESTATE
MARIANNE LUFKIN is open Glaude and family and Patsy San Thomaston.
Also Cross Chains
The first item was printed Oct. when a woman was sentenced to
Bangor Filter Center, made his fo, business at the Peter Pan
For some reason thia escape
born called on the Henry Wilsons 18. 1825. and was under the title
W. S. Pillsbury & Son
introductory call with the super Beauty Shop 431 Main Street,
the prison and there was no suit and pursuit was given much pub
in
Washington
Wednesday
eve

•‘Ecape From Prison.’’ It follows: able place for her so they had to licity and a lot of space by the
FOR REAL ESTATE visor of th< Warren GOC Miss and will be happy to welcome all ning.
of her old and n<w customers.
“William Ellis, who was con build a house for her. Later Boston newspapers whose exag
______________ ______
9-S-12
Doris Hvler. He is the new dis TEL. 996 for an appointment. 9 1’
Austin D. Nelson
victed at the late session of the other women were kept here, but gerations were both flagrant and
Venetian BUnds-U indow Shades
trict supervisor, replacing TS/Sgt.
“TRUST IN OLD BILL”
Made To Fit Your Windows
TO LET
Supreme Judicial Court in this this always presented difficulties absurd. It was the Boston Post,
Dudley Holland. Very soon, mem- t
CALL 928
your Combination Aluminum
All Styles and Colors
Rockland
County, of stealing a pocketbook and was never a good arrange I believe which printed the story
tl Limerock St.
bers
entitled
to
bars
for
250
hours
I
Door
and
Windows,
also
avail

APT. to rent. Union Common
Free Estimates — Call
148-tf
able
in
any
color,
roofing
and
and
medals
for
100
hours
service.
Central heat, stove and refrigera from the person of Israel Miller ment. or so it seemed to outsiders. that Governor Cobb in person,
Tel. 939
siding. Up to 60 months to pay. tor. Apply to ELMER GOFF Tel. and sentenced to two weeks soli
will receive this recognition.
Some years ago I read in an old was leading a body of 400 horse
UNITED HOME SUPPLY’ CO.
Free estimates. BILL SI BISKI. STate 5-3181.
9 11 tary and two years hard labor, Thomaston newspaper that cei> men over the rugged heights of
MOST BEAUTIFULLY situat 'd
579-589 Main St
Rockland, Me.
<
hurch
Notices
Tel.
Rockland19M.
2
tf
136-S-tf year-’round estate on Maine coast,
THREE Room Furnished Apt escaped from the State Prison on tain bold bad men had broken into Ragged Mountain in pursuit of the
1957 AM MINI M DELUXE
architecturally perfect for sale.
Rev. Benjamin Bubar. Superin
to let. Heated. All modern. Call at Thursday night. last and has not the prison on a night of the previ
desperado. This may not be the
DOOKS-MINIX)WS
Over 1009 ft. shore frontage. S tendent of the Christian Civic
100 UNION STREET. City.
9 11 been retaken.
— FOR SALE —
ous week and had stolen food sup exact words, but it is as I remem
FREE Door with purchase of 10
acres land, fine lawns and gar League of Maine, will be the guest
FOR
RENT
14" SNOW TIRES (or '57 CARS dens, sheltered yacht mooting. I
“He was resting from his la- plies from the kitchen or larder. ber it after 50 years.
or more windows at $24.95. (in
HOSPITAL Beds. Folding Wheel hours and enjoying the solitary
Goodyear Custom Suburbanites mile to busy town. SECURITY speaker at the 10 a. m. service cludes 34”x34” glass), quality,
This was in the early days of the
D. N. Thayer, owned of the
’
hairs.
Tel.
939.
UNITED
HOME
EASY TERMS
heavy 63S-T5. genuine three-track
REAL ESTATE CO.. Office across
part of his punishment. and it institution, before 1830. I would Star suspected that one of the
SUPPLY’ CO.. 579-589 Main St
swivel-welded
windows.
custom
from
Village
Green.
Camden.
BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
WANTED
12-S-ix would be a matter of astonish say.
Prison Commission was behind
made. No Springs, gadgets, gim Q.ickland, Me.
Rockland - Maine
j 1Phone CEdar 6-2117 or 6-3977. 9-11
TWO
2
Room
Unheated
and ment, were it* not for the suspi
micks.
RUEL
EUGLEY.
Sales.Another Escape
all this publicity as a prelude to a
8-10
HOMES wanted for 2 male pupCOTTAGFS ; pies, one month old. Nice chil Service, Waldoboro. Tel. TEmple Unfurn. Apts, to let. All with elec, cion that he received help from
The account of what may have campaign for governor, but that
HOMES
158 14 refrig, and range. CALL 677 be without.
NEW Forced Air Oil Heating
dren’s pets.
Call at house or 2-5238.
been the first escape from the seemed very improbable to me.
tween
8
a.
ni.
and
5.30
p.
ni.
or
“
An
iron
bar
wae
broken,
which
Systems lor sale, also cast iron
phone Warren CRestwood 3-2262.
prison recalls another escape and certainly time didn’t verify
COUSENS REALTY, Tel. 1338.
furnaces for coal. wood. Any
MRS. DANA F. TAYIjOR.
9 lt
secured one end of another bar more recent, but already 50 years his guess.
1
J3-tf
Almost
all
Electrical
Household
where. Complete
installations.
that was placed across the grating in the past. It was in the fall of
WAITRESS wanted at once
After the Beauchamp Point
Appliances Can Be Repaired bj
room' toTkt
Nothing down, 3 yrs. terms start
Permanent
position. American
over the entrance of his cell. It 1906 that Minot St.Clair Francis, affair he got the late. Arthur Hall,
ONE
Heated,
Furnished
Room
ing April. We call. Write today.
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
plan.
Experience
not
necessary.
e
to let. light housekeeping for one was so situated as to be wholly a colored boy convicted for nu manager of the Caslon Press
“Your Crosley-Bendix Dealer”
SUPERIOR HEATING CO., 351
COPPER KETTLE. Mrs. French
person if desired. Central loca out of the power of the convict merous robberies, escaped and (Hall and Miller) and a brilliant
442-444 Main St.
Rockland
SheVwood St., Portland, Tel. SP
Tel.
405W.
9-tf
RodtUnd. Maine
Phone 721
tion. TEL. 1979 or 1154.
7-tf within to break it. After descend
3-8617.
___
____ 4 19
remained at large for some writer to prepare a scare-head for
STAMP Collections. Old Letters.
1647 W
BO-EOI-tf
’ FIVE Room Unfurn. Apt. with ing into the yard, he procured
PIGS and Shoats for sale.
Accumulations, etc., wanted. Look
the story. I remember the first
bath to let. Gall at 201 SOUTH two bars of iron, one of which he weeks.
GREENLAW FARMS. Lincoln FARMS
COMMERCIAL
around your attic. Write or send
Francis crossed the road and of the four parts. Here they are:
MAIN STREET. Tel. 517-W. 7 9
LITTLE
A
HOFFSES
ville Avenue. Belfast, Maine.
directly for my offer in return
crooked at one end. the other he
154-tf
Building Contractors
THREE Room and 1 rm. furn. set up against the fence, and drove away in a vehicle belonging Opera Bouffe at Beauchamp
mail BRUCE I). NELSON. State
Tel.
178-11
to Capt. James E. Creighton, Point—Warden Norton is handed
apts.
to
let.
Conveniences.
Adults.
Falmouth Foreside, Portclimbing up that till he could which he found with horse at a ripe and juicy lemon by his late
Maine.
8’1C 50 High Street, Thomaston, Maine 29 BEECH ST.. Tel. 1116-W. 7 9
Kitchen-Bathroom Tiie & Linoleum
FOUR Room Apt. for rent, cen reach to hook the first to the top tached beside the road awaiting a boarder John Ashton Minot St.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted to live
Foundations - Chimneys
trally located.
No objection to >f the fence, he succeeded in re- wholly different driver.
Clair Francis One was shot, oth
in, weekends off. TEL. 1741. 7-9
Remodeling & House-Builders
children. CALL 710 between V ieving himself from 'durance
A few days later it was learned ers half-shot.
Free. Estimates
HOUSEKEEPING-Job want ed
a. m. and 5 p. m.
5-tf vile.’
for woman alone or elderly
119-tf
that Francis had been somewhere
Rockland's
historian
James
UNFURN. Heated. Thermosta
“On escaping he had the bold on B-auchamp Point in Rockport, Burns was one of the boys who
COUple. VViite H. W., co THE
WE repair and service all tically Controlb d Four Km. Apt.
COURIER-GAZETTE
ness.
nay.
we
may
say
the
ef

2^? makes of sewing machines and to let. shower, elec, kitchen range
and a large group of men, well delivered the Star to Rockland
MAN wanted to work on poultry vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW- and refrig., plenty h&c water frontery to go to the home of Mr. armed went up there and sta readers. He may remember as I
20
GOOD USED CARS
20
farm. ROKES POULTRY FARM, ING MACHINE CO., 395 Main free. Over CARR S WALLPAPER Vanstone, who keeps a tavern a
We finance our own cars. No
6-tf ’ Street, Rockland. Tel. 1724.
8-tJ AND PAINT CTR. Rent $11 per few rods from the prison, called tioned themselves at intervals do that my good friend William R.
Cobb Road. Camden.
finance or interest charge. MUN
apart and in a line or cordon so Lufkin was foreman of the shop.
PRACnCAlT
“
NurFe
wanted.
“
7
week. Inquire 586 Main St., or Tel. him up. procured something to
SEY AUTO SAI.ES, 131 North
that
nobody couU leave the vicin Eddie Seymour and Miss Edith
FOR SALE
a.
m.
to
3
p.
m.
Steady
employ.
25-W.
6-tf eat, not caring to leave town on
Main Street. .
154-3
Camden. Within easy walking References. Write E. c/o THE
ity without being seen. Francis Ash. now Mrs. Lord, operated the
TWO
Large
Rooms
with
bath
ALUMINUM COMBINATION
an empty stomach, desired Mr. was seen to leave by one or more linotypes. Ralph Fitch was press
distance to schools. 6 room house COURIER-GAZETTE
R. L WINCHENBACH
5*10
and cellar to let. Newly painted,
WINDOWS & DOORS FOR SAI.E in very good condition.
Large
unfurnished.
Will
furnish
if Vanstone not to betray him and of the men but was unmolested. man and Ralph Eugene Leavitt
Top quality (NEWCO Mark VI living room, full modern bath “EXPERIENCED. Conscientious
Custom Millwork
then took hie leave.”
wanted. On front first floor.
During the day one of the search was apprentice, otherwise known
triple track. The window with a Good cellar, forced hot air heat, Fish Cutter wanted, permanent
This may have been the first ers discharged his weapon and as printer’s devil. Thayer. Mer
Also
reputation, sold and installed, oil fired. N< w topper tubing and job, good wag* s. Write P. F., c/o
THE COURIER-GAZETTE.
4-tf
Windows and Frames
2 rooms with bath and a 3 rooms escape from the prison, but I am
factory to you by Kenniston Bros. new wiring. $7825.
with toilet on first Moor. $8 to $10 not certain that it was the first. thus inflicted a very slight wound rill. Lufkin and Fitch are de
ADDING Machine wanted. Write
Exclusive Knox County Distribu
Thomaston. Route 1: Cape Cod
85 COURT ST.
TEL. 1430-M
%n a luckless companion.
ceased, but are fondly remem
a week with lights and watvr.
tors. HOWARD M. KENNISTON. style, about 2 years old. Cement ROSEACRE FARM. Waldoboro,
James Vanstone wa« a wheel
Weeks later Francis was cap- bered.
F. L. S. Morse.
Rubbish disposal free. V. F.
13 Gay Street, Rockland Tel. cellar, hot air furnace, oil tired. Maine, or Tel. TEmple 2-9033.
Also I Am Dealer far
STUDLEY’, 77 Park Street, Tel. wright who kept a small tavern
156-tf
1430-W. Warren CRestwood 4-2686 First floor. 4 rooms and bath;
at
Paine's
Corner
on
the
north
EVER-SF.AL Comb.
8060 or 172 Broadway, Tel. 1234.
Camden CEdar 6-3066.
129-tf upstairs, 2 bedrooms. Covered
MASON WORK WANTED
4-tf side of the road. During the year
Chimneys cleaned and repaired,
breezeway to garage. Big lot.
Alnmlnum Window* and Doom
TWO Furn. Rooms and Flush tc he had been trying to sell his fr ■
roofing and carpentering. AL
$13,500.
let 34 Fulton Street. TEL 1379-R. place, which he did later and
114-tf
Warren: In fine section of vil-1 FRED NICKLES. Mason. Tel.
YOUR HEADQUARTERS
3-tf moved to Pleasant street. Rock
lage. 2-apartment house. 4 rooms ' 969-M. P. O. Box 493. Rockland.
156-tf
THREE and Five Rm. Apts, on land, where he left descendants.
and flush each sid< . One side has j
FOR WELDING SUPPLIES
Twenty-tour Hoar Photo Servhot water furnace, oil tired Full | LOBSTERS wanted. Top prices iee. Ask for It at your loeal otore Main Street to let. unfurnished,
This Ellis had been in prison be
• Electric Welding Rod
3-tf
cellar. Large lot. $7000.
paid for good stock. REGAL or at GIFFORD'S. Roekland, Me. heated. TEL. 1870.
fore, for a short term.
• Electric Welders
Rockland—3 fine houses.
LOBSTER CO., Rockland 1705.
ttf
FIVE
Room
Unfinished
Upstairs
• Helmets - Ground Clamps
The prison however had been
1. Central: In area of new
152-tf
Apt. to rent. TEL. 541.
2-tf
• Electrode Holders - Gloves
construction; big corner lot that | WE BUY’ Scrap Iron, Metals,
broken
into before being broken
SEVEN
Room
and
bath,
Unfurn.
MISCELLANEOUS
• Prest-O-I.ite Refills
with proper landscaping could be Rags and Batteries.
Duplex Houae to let. hot water out of. On June 25. 1825 the Reg
• Prest-O-IJte Outfits
beautiful. 8 rooms. 2 baths, steam
MORRIS GORDON and SON
heat, cont. h. w. 34 MASONIC ST. ister printed a story entitled
WELL! WELL! WELL!
• Brazing Rod
heat with oil. Hardwood floors. Leland Street
Rockland
2-tf “Breaking Into the State Prison.”
• Tip t leaners - Snap Stone
If it is water you need, write Tel. 1177-W.
Combination
doors
and
windows.
150 tf R. W. DRINKWATER. Well Drill
• Goggles - Lenses
TWO
Rm.
Furn.
Apt.
to
let
"On Saturday night, last, some
$8500.
C Lighters - Flints
DON’T Discard You Old Or ing Contractor, P. O. Box 135.
2. North End: Modern, com mtique furniture. Call H. JOHN Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment Easy to heat. Adults. Apply 12 person, not having the fear of
• Twin Hose - Hose Fittings
WARREN STREET
151-t
fortable home for good sized
dungeons, limerock, or gunpow
• (kitting & Welding Torches
<EWMAN for restoring and re- plan also available, no down pay
ONE Three Rm. Unheated an
family. 8 rooms, 1‘2 modern inishing. 48 Masonic St., Tel. ment necessary. Member of New
Unfurn. Apt. to let; also 2-twc der before his eyes, descended
WE GUARANTEE lo save
baths, modern kitchen. Full ce 1106-M.
1-tf England and National Association. rm. unheated and unfurn. apts
through the passage for the ad
ment cellar with granite founda
you money on your OXY'GENWe are able to l>ook more work , All with elec, refrig, and range mission of teams into the prison
tion.
Hot
water
heat,
oil
fired.
Ga

ACETYLENE needs.
now.
I"** CALL 677 between 8 a. m. an* yard, opened the inner gate,
rage. Street to street lot. $11,000.
Clayt Bitler
SAW Filing and Tool Grinding i 5.30 p. m. or COUSENS REALTY broke the lock of the powder
3. North End: One of the best
MORRIS GORDON & SON
promptly done. All work guar an- Tel. 1538.
143-tl
values in town. 7 rooms. 2 mod
magazine and removed two casks
150-tf
Wants To See You About
!«d.'.,R„F' ,a,nd P' R EATON Td I FIVB-Rooni Untarnished Apart
ern baths, modern kitchen, glass
361-W. Rockland.____________ 106-tf j ment
je, j,ot an(j
wate, of powder.
ed and heated sun porch, hot wa
"He had conveyed one cask to
Goodyear Tires
Fly Northeast Airlines, connec supplied Located In Bicknel
ter heat with continuous hot wa
USED Oil Ranges for sale, white ter. 2 car barn-garage. 1 acre
made
tor
all
lines. Slock. Not heated. CHARLES E the passageway and was making
135-tf tlons
porcelain oil and elec, comb., gas lot. Beautiful setting.
GIFFORDS, Rockland, Me. 89-tt KICKtVELL, II. Realtor. Phone off with the other, when he was
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON CO.
1647-W
32-tl perceived by the man on guard,
Any of these properties listed
PAINTING and Paperhanging, CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
Tel. 1510.
143-tf will GI or FHA.
PLEASANT Two Room Furn who on hailing him and receiving
inside
and
out.
all
work
positively
Cleaned,
repaired
and
Installed,
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale; reg.
VETERANS: If you plan to buy
Will furnish material. Automatic cleaning equipment Apt to let on Camden Street, with
utar 110.95 for $6.95. NORTH this spring it is time now pick guaranteed.
vVork accepterf Wa„en t0 Camden; pree infection and estimates. [ ha,h and <,lec refri&- Adults no answer, discharged his rifle
EASTLAND ' TRADING
POST, the
Inn house,
n rut co for
Fnrfouirouenne •
_
_
___ __ ___
______ *
_____ __
'T’C'T t ‘11 o
fk*?n
147
as at him as he was passing through
four reasons:
147-tf
Estimates free.
VAN E RU8- SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally TEL- 1219 or 939
Thomaston.
1-tl
1. Prices are now to your ad 8ELL. Phone 676-M. Post Office owned and operated T»1 Camden
the inner gate.
FURN.
and
Unfurn
Apts,
to
let.
piraroBSAfi;
vantage.
“Dark as it was, the fellow had
Box 701. Rockland
7S-tf otcd«- H-WW
’et* Adults. Inquire in person at 11
Black and galvanized. All sixes,
2. Loans take some time, to
JAMES STREET.
106-tf a hair breadth escape, as upon
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO.. process and if started now .you
Four-room Apt. with sun porch examination, it was found that the
Lime Street
1-tf would at least be able to move
I'riMoa quarry, opened by R. McIntyre between 1736 and 1749 for
to let at 6 Talbot Ave. All mod. ball must have passed within two
BABY Parakeets for sale, full by spring.
DO YOU LIKE PEOPLE?
improvements.
Inquire DAVE inches of his head. Taking a dis- Waldo. IJme waa quarried by convicts In first year of tbe Prison
3. Y’ou can buy new with a
line of parakeet foods and mineral
from 1825 on.
RUBENSTEIN, Tel. 1285.
148tf
health grit. GRACE'S GARDENS. down payment of 2% of the sales
THREE rms. plus new full bath
ENJOY MAKING FRIENDS? WANT TO EARN MONEY?
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker price.
and new Youngstown sink to let.
vitation to come and worship. At instrumental music fives a spirit
St Thomaeton. Tel 374
1-tf
4. We arc experienced and able
A Telephone Call To the Avon Manager
furn. or unfurn. Adults pref. Ref Friendship
to process your loans thereby
10.30 p. m.. Pastor Everett Pen ual
uplift.
Evening
message,
required. Inquire in person at
saving you time, money, and
der will answer the question. "My Belief That Lets Me Sleep”.
Will Give You Full Details.
HELEN
1
11 JAMES ST
138tf
effort.
Correipondent
“When Does My Heaven Begin?". Tuesday at 7 p. m„ prayer and
COUSENS REALTY
FIVE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. for rent
Tnl. Temple
Plans are made to take oare of testimony meeting; Thursday
completely tiled bath with show
James 8. Cousens
MRS. EDMUND LEBRUN
100 in Sunday School at 13 noon. night. Loyal Workers
aorvtco;
er, garage, auto, oil hot water
Licensed Real Estate Broker
HAMPDEN HIGHLANDS, MAINE
Chimes and organ music Irom The 7 o'clock evanla< service ia Friday evaning. work meeting for
heat, nice view of Rockland
21 Limerock Street
Harbor. 13 South Street. Inquire the tower of the Advent Christian planned for yount and old. Floa the looal Mission ladies at the
Across From Post Office
F. L CARSLEY, 16 Pleasant
Tel. ISSN
Street.
134-tf Church next Sunday will be an In ty of con<re|*tioa oinfinf with
9-S-121
9-lt

r
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Fog* fight

FERNE ELLEN HARRIMAN TO WED

fyaalflatters

A surprise shower was held at
the home of Mrs. Conrad Ames of
Old County road Tuesday evening
with Miss Carol Huntley as guest
of honor. A gift table was ar
ranged and refreshments served
in buffet style by the hostess. In
vited guests included: Mrs. Er
nest Benner, Mrs. Louis Co'tart.
Mrs. James Huntley. Mrs. Charles
Duncan. Mrs. R bert Coffin. Mrs.
Ann Nye. Miss Ellen Delano, Mrs.
Charles Gifford, Mrs. Robert
Paul, Mrs. Chester Delano and i
Mrs. Cora Delano.

Mrs. Walter Ladd. Miss Har
riet Rankin. Mrs. Florence Mc
Millan and Mrs. Robert Snow left
Thursday for a vacation in St.
Petersburg. Florida.
The Rounds Group will meet
Wednesday evening. 6.30 at the
Congregational Church for a cov
ered dish supper. Mrs. Gladys
Philbrick. Mrs. Mabel Bowley and
Mrs. Julfa Keene are suppei
chairmen.

Mrs. Lena Richardson who is
confined to her home because of
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Kaler of illness is slowly recovering.
68 Pleasant Street are now stay
ing at their son's home. Bernard
Mrs. Mabie Snow will entertain
Kaler, 56 Pleasant Street. Their members of the Shakespeare So
home was damaged by lire Tues ciety Monday evening with Mrs.
day night. It is now under repair. Ella Ga-tcombe as leader. Mrs.
Eleanor Wasgatt will present the
Thomaston members of the musical version of Act I of "As
Knox County Hospital Auxiliary You Like It.”
will meet at the home of Miss
Hilda George. Gleason street,
The engagement of Miss Pris
Wednesday. Jan. 23 to discuss cilla Parker to Lewis E. Hastings
plans for the fair.
is announced by her parents.
Ruth Mayhew Tent. DUV. will
meet at the GAR Hall Monday
night at 6 o'clock for a pot-luck
supper.
All off cers and those
that were not installed at the last
meeting were requested to attend.

The Tonian Circle of the Uni
versalis! Church, postponed be
cause of weather conditions, will
meet at the next scheduled meet
ing, February 7, at the home of
Mrs. Donald Farrand.

The Albert H. Newbert Associa
tion met Thursday night at the
Masonic Temple with 21 members
present. Supper was served by
the committee, Mrs. Doris Jor
dan, Mrs. Belle Frost and Mis.
Mildred Achorn. During the busi
ness meeting which followed,
plans were made for the annual
meeting, Friday. Feb. 1, and Mrs.
Gertrude Boody and Mrs. Clara
Watts were appointed the nomina
ting committee to prepare a new
slate of officers.
Shore Village Gals will meet
Tuesday night at the Congregagational Church at 7.30.

The American Legion Auxiliary
will meet Tuesday night at the
Legion Home for a pot-luck sup
per in charge of Mrs. Linnie
Gray. Members are reminded to
bring prizes.
The Kola Klub of the Methodist
Church met for a supper meeting
Thursday night with Mrs. Harvey
Small, Mrs. Montie Morey and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gregory the
supper committee. Mrs. Vernon
Studley. president, conducted the
business meeting and Carroll
Wixson showed a film on the Bos
ton Red Sox A swap party was
much enjoyed by the members
during the social hour. Mr. and
Mrs. J. Webster Mountifort and
Mr. and Mrs. Pierson Jewett were
appointed chairmen of the next
meeting.

The Polio Card Party at the
Thorndike Hotel, Thursday eve
ning, sponsored by the Rockland
Emblem Club proved to be very
successful under the capable su
pervision of Mrs. Adah Roberts
and her committee comprised of
Mrs. Marian Cook. Mrs. Con
stance MacPhail, Mrs. Helen
Hoffses. Mrs. Noela Simmons,
Mrs. Alice Stilphen. Mrs. Ellen
Roes, Mrs. Ann Moran, Mrs.
Christine Maxey and Mrs. Sylvia
Ross. The door prize was award
ed to Mrs. Gerald Adams of
Thomaston, special prizes to Mrs.
Richard Kaler, Mrs. John Mur
gita and Mrs. Gerald Adams. Win
ners of table prizes were Miss
Mary Egan, Mrs. Ann Moran.
Mrs. Betty Kaler. Mrs. Naomi
Farrar, Mrs. Christine Maxey,
Mrs. Bernadette Manseau, Mrs.
Katherine Benson. Mrs. Beatrice
Gherardi, Mrs. Betty Guay, Mrs.
Mary Minott. Mrs. Elaine Benson,
Mrs. Nadine Bowden, and Mrs.
Joan Young and Miss Ethel Up
ham of Thomaston.
Social items, parties, weddings,
guests, all personal news for The
Courier-Gazette
may
be
tele
phoned to Mrs. Margaret Wtnchenbaugn.
TeL 76
Rockland, or
left at her home. 161 Limerock
St
•;

The Odds and Ends of the Con
gregational Church met Thursday
evening for a work meeting with
Mrs. Georgia Emery. Mrs. Doro
thy French
and Mrs. Mildred
Edwards serving as hostesses.
Mrs. Carolyn Johnson. Mrs. Elea
nor Hare and Mrs. Gladys Rafford were introduced as invited
guests.
It was decided each
member would make four aprons
for the church fair and work was
started at once on them. During
the business meeting. Mrs. Inez
Harden was appointed a delegate
to the church building commit
tee. Plans were also made for the
annual birthday supper meeting
to be held Feb. 7 at the church.
Mrs. Eleanor Gamage will serve
as chairman assisted by Mrs.
Winona
Gay,
Mrs.
Earlene
Harden, Mrs. Inez Harden, Mrs.
Sally Haskell and Mrs. Rachael
Hill. At the close of the meeting,
refreshments were served by the
hostess.

SPRUCE HEAD
Mrs. David Post attended the
pre-nuptial shower Thursday eve
ning for Miss Sally Anderson at
the home of Mrs. Lois Anderson
of Glen Cove.
Rev. and Mrs. Alfred Wilson
left Monday to spend several
weeks at Clearwater, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Tweedie
and daughters Ann and Tenley
were guest over the weekend of
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Clar
ence Johnson at Thorndike.

A meeting of the Vinalhaven the Salk vaccine was shown at
Health Council was held on Mon the meeting.
Gladys Dyer was elected chair
day evening at the Medical Build-1
man of a group to look into the
ing. The theme of the meeting denta, preventiive program for
was introduced by the chairman, children. Mrs. Mary Snkeforth
Mrs. Dorothy Sutliffe.
and Mrs. Bessie Geary are also
The group was reminded that serving on this committee,
in Maine this year only 21 cases! Plans were started for the
of polio were reported as com Fourth of July Tag Day and Cora
pared to 203 cases in 1955. thus Peterson was appointed chairman
reflecting the effect of the Salk of fancy work table; Ellen Con
way, doll qlothes; and Isabel Os
vaccine.
There will be available in good, used toys.
The blood trying program, ori
Vinalhaven to adults over 20
years of age beginning Wednes ginally scheduled for January,
day. Jan. 23, group innoculations has been postponed until March.
A report of the tuberculosis
of Salk vaccine.
The cost will
be a minimum of three shots for films was given, showing that 350
$4 as compared to $10 in most chest plates were done in the past
places. This is being made pos year at a cost of $1 to the patient.
Service Notes
sible by the Vinalhaven Health An additional cost of $1.30 per pa
Council in conjunction with Dr. tient was paid by the Health
William L. Curtis, son of Mr.
Ralph Earle and Nurse Marjorie Council, including costs of mail and Mrs. Dewey Curtis, 94 Me
ing, retakes, and telephone ex chanic street, has recently en
Rascoe.
A movie on the manufacture of penses.
listed in the United States Marines
and has left for his boot training
tioned on the island of Malta in in South Carolina.
• • •
the Mediterranean.
A/lc Byron T. Chaples from
WALDOBORO
George Moore has returned
MRS. RENA CROWELL
from two months visiting in New Charleston AFB, South Carolina,
Correspondent
York, California, and Connecti and SP/3 and Mrs. Harold M.
Telephone TEmple 2-9261
Chaples from Fort Gordon, Geor
cut.
The Waldoboro Extension group gia, have returned to their duties
Twenty-two below again this meeting was postponed to Jan. 23 after visiting their mother, Sarah
J. Chaples. Grace Street place.
on account of the storm.
morning.

Mis. Gladys Patrick, Mrs. Rose
Weston, Mrs. Elsie Mank are at- j
tending the Maine Federation of |
Women’s Club in Waterville.
Mrs. Arthur Brown entertained j
the Bridge Club Thursday evening
Mrs. Jean Bagley and Mrs. Clyde
Sukeforth were guests. The next
meeting will be with Mrs. Willis ,
H. Crowell.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Riley are
spending some time in Florida.
The Samba Club met Tuesu..y
evening
with
Mis.
George
Coombs.
Mrs. Esther Hallowell is a pa
tient at the Maine General Hospi
tal. Portland.
John Pitcher has gone to Con
necticut where he has employ
ment.
Mrs. Jeanette Dodge and two
children Gary and Cathy left
Tuesday to join her husband,
Ross Dodge, USN, who is sta
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Miss Ferne Ellen Harriman

OFFERS SALK VACCINE TO ADULTS

POLIO FUND DANCE TONIGHT

•'

Mrs. Merle Brown has return
ed home after being a surgical
patient at the Bangor Osteopathic
Hospital.
The Wesleyan Guild of the
Methodist Church will meet on
Monday evening at 7.30 p. m. at
the home of Mrs. Ernest Maxey.
Donations will be received for the
foodless food sale.
The Friends-in-Council will meet
Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock at
the home of Mrs. George Hersoni.
The program will consist of a
reading by Mrs. Ralph Went
worth. Assisting hostesses will bi
Mrs. Norman Beloin and Mrs. Ed
ward Sullivan.
War Memorial Post. No. 30
American Legion, will be host *i
County Council meeting TuesdayJan. 22. Supper will he served a
6.30 p. m. Meeting and entertain
ment following the supper.
A!
Legionnaires and their ladies art
cordially invited.
Canton Molineaux. IOOF. of
Camden, will have as their guests
tonight to work the Patriach Mili
tant Degree on six candidates.
Brig. Gen. Percy Wallace, depart
ment commander; Col. Everett W.
Damon, V. P.; Brig. Gen. R. Wil
liam O. Hayden, clerk; Major A1
fred Cates, quartermaster; ar.d
grand officers of the Canton ol
Maine. Supper will he provided
by the Ladies Auxiliary at 6.3C
p. m., and degree work at 7.3C
p. m.
The annual meeting of the Con
gregational Church will he held
Monday evening at 7.30 p. m
The Church Family Supper will
be served at 6.15.

VINALHAVEN HEALTH COUNCIL

FINNISH PASTRIES* FEATURE OF

’ i

MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-21(7

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Harri- >
man of Thomaston announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Ferne Ellen Harriman to
George Harvey Powers of Robin
hood and Thomaston, the son of
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Powers
of Robinhood.
Miss Harriman is a graduate of
Thomaston High School and at the
present time is employed at the
First National Super-Market in
Rockland.
Mr. Powers attended Morse
High School in Bath. He served
with the Seabees during the Ko
rean War. Since his discharge
from the Navy he has been a com
mercial fisherman.
The wedding will take place
Jan. 26

Mr. and Mrs. Erich Parker of
Nashua, N. H. Miss Parker is a
graduate of Hollis High School in
the class of 1952 and is presently
serving as Lieutenant of the Rock
land Corps of the Salvation Army.
Mr. Hastings is the son of Mrs.
Lewis Hastings and the late
Lewis R. Hastings of Rockland,
and is employed by the Camden
and Rockland Water Co. A spring
wedding is being planned.
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MATINICUS
Clifford Young has gone to
Rockland for several days,
Wilma-Jean Philbrook was the
only one in school who was
neither absent nor tardy for the
last ranking period.
Monday morning's cold weather
gave us five deg. below on the
island. Cars and trucks, after
standing outdoor all night, start
ed hard, some having to be towed
by the more fortunate ones.
Chaney Ripley has beeen in
Rockland for several days on busi
ness.

Tenants Harbor
MRS HENRY ALDEN
Correspondent
Telephone 59

Due to the serious illness of our
mail driver, Lewis Young the citi
zens are contributing a donation
to be presented to Mr. Young.
These may be left at the Post Of
fices of Port Clyde, Tenants Har
bor or St. George or by notifying
Marion D. Watts, Tel. 81-2.

THORNDIKEVILLE
James Moody with his tractor,
from East Union has been clear
ing the yards from snow drifts in
the neighborhood.
Mrs. Harry Pushaw returned
home after a five week visit in
Philadelphia, Pa., guest of her
son Robert Pushaw and family.
Enroute home she made a brief
visit with her brother-in-law and
sister, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Hill
in Melrose. Mass., Mrs. Edith
Willis in Dorchester. Mass,, and
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Morrison.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Guyettc
of East Union were supper guests
of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Childs Sun
day.
Robert Crabtree and family of
Camden. Philip Crabtree and
children Philip, Jr., Shirlie Re
becca of Rockport, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Crabtree and family of
Waldoboro were Sunday visitors
of their parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Crabtree.
Sunday callers at Lester Mer
rill's were Wendell Jones of Rock
land. Dr. Paul Jons of Union and
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Photo by McKeon
An election of officers at the annual meeting of the Ladles Auxiliary of tile Camden Volunteer Fire
Department held Thursday night at the station and resulted in the above ladies heading the organisation
for the coming year. Seated, left to right, are: Hazel Peabody, president, who shows a familiar piece of
fire equipment to her fellow officers; and Mrs. Allen Payson, reporter and honorary president of the club.
Mrs, Payson is the wife of Fire Chief Allen Payson. Back row, left to right, are: Mrs. Sandra Hall, vice
president; Mrs. Dorothy Drinkwater, treasurer; Mrs. Jeannette Robbins, secretary; and Mrs. Virginia
Hartford, sergeant-at-arms. The group voted to donate to the Knox County March of Dimes drive and
to sell refreshments at the Feb, 22 annual Firemen's Ball scheduled for the Camden High gym.
Portland on Friday after spending ~~~
several days with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Gosta Skoog.

VINALHAVEN
PATRICIA DUNCAN
Correspondent
Telephone 172

Church News
Sunday morning Rev. W. S.
Stackhouse will speak on the third
of the series of sermons on the
“‘Challenge of Christ.'’ The sub
ject will be "Launch Out Into the
Deep."
There will be special selections
by the choir.
Church School will begin at 10.00.

12 exp. 60c -16 exp. 80c
20 exp. <1.00 - 36 exp. $1.75
DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE
F. O. Box 546. Dept. A.
BAB HABBOB, MAINE

7-14

Photo by McKeon !
Two ni the several ladies lending a hand thia week in washing
dishes at the ((immunity Building kitchen in preparation for tonight's
Finnish-American Dance are pictured as they finish up one washing
chore and search for more dishes. The dance is sponsored hy the
Finnish-American (olony of Knox County and made possible hy the
volunteer aid of citizens all over the county. All proceeds from ad
missions and the sale of Finnish coffee bread and refreshments will
go toward the county's .March ol Dimes drive. .Mrs. Josephine Sulin
searches in the cupboards for more dirty dishes while Mrs. Gertrude j
.Black watches. Both women are from Rockland.
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UNION
MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

CENTURY

Mrs. Augusta Mink has moved
to the Hills Nursing Home. Mrs.
Bertha Gorden is now at the
home of Mr. and Mis. Charles
Howe. Jr. Both ladies have been
at the Gould's Nursing Home in
South Hope.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Farris left
Tuesday to visit their daughter
and family, Dr. and Mrs. Arthur
Cliff in Hyattsville, Md.
They
will also attend the inauguration
ceremonies in Washington, D. C.
Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton
left Wednesday for an indefinite
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Willard of Alexandria, Va., and
will also attend President Eisen
hower's inauguration.
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Rowell
have returned from a month's
visit with their son, Duane
Rowell, at the Breakers Hotel,
West Palm Beach, Fla., and their
daughter and son-in-law, S/lc
Mervin Mank and wife in Jack
sonville, Fla.
Mrs. Carrie Mank is visiting
with Mr. and Mrs. Carl Christoffersen of Rockland for an in
definite time.
Fred Jackson and Fred, Jr.
Jefferson.

BLANKETS
•dusty rose color

•double-bed size
•first quality
• fully guaranteed
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Be prepared—there is always a
shortage of water wagons at this
time of the year.
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Rockland Loan & Building Association
16 School Slroot

A total of 118 polio shots were
given at the recent clinic spon
sored by the Health Council. Sev
enty-eight of these were for the
third shot of Salk vaccine and 35
of the first and second shots were
given. The next c'-inic will be
held sometime in March and will
also include pre-school children.
Owls Head Grange will meet
Tuesday night at 8 p. m. A public
baked bean supper to benefit the
Polio Fund will precede the

ultimate
sleeping comfort

MONEY FOR HOMES

X

Telephone 285-M3

Mrs. Mary White was hostess to
the "Mad Jems" on Wednesdayevening. Lunch was served and
a social evening enjoyed.
Regular meeting of WoodeockCassie-Coombs Post No. 18 Ameri
can Legion was held on Wednes
day evening at the Legion Home.
There is a line on the map
A 6.30 supper was served by the
committee and followed by the where by crossing you can lose a
day; there is one on the highway
business meeting.
Dennis R. Skoog returned to where you can lose much more.
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FILMS DEVELOPED
Q
Enlarged
ex Jumbo Prints
v
In Albums

HGClCl
MRS. FRANCIS DYER
Correspondent

ToL 430
55-S-U
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